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Overview

Each year, the City of Penticton carefully deliberates 
on community programming, services, goals and 
overall allocation of resources for the coming year. 
This process involves weighing the needs and 
requests of the community and ensuring these 
service levels can be met within the annual budget. 
For 2019, the City has enhanced its approach to this 
process, aiming to provide more visibility into the 
operations of the City by preparing a 2019 City of 
Penticton Corporate Business Plan.

This plan is made up of formal business plans for 
each department that include recent achievements, 
the 2019 initiatives for the department and how they 
align to Corporate Priorities, as well as how the City 
of Penticton’s 2019-2023 Financial Plan is being used 
to make it all happen.

PLAN PURPOSE

CORPORATE PRIORITIES

The City has identifi ed six priorities that are fundamental to delivering municipal services. All initiatives and priorities 
identifi ed in each of the department’s business plans are required to align with at least one of these six priorities. 

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Community building views the 
City as a whole and focuses 

on the investment of services 
and infrastructure, which are 
fundamental to quality of life.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Social development encompasses 
principles of social equity, social 

well-being and citizen engagement, 
and support of a healthy 

community and quality of life.

ECONOMIC VITALITY

Economic vitality refers to 
the City’s economy, economic 

development and creating policy 
that promotes investment and 

economic sustainability.

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

The way we operate has an 
impact on the environment. The 
City is committed to integrating 

environmentally sustainable 
practices into policy development.

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

Good fi scal sustainability refers 
to the City’s ability to maintain 
programs and services while 

funding its infastructure 
commitments and future growth.

GOOD GOVERNANCE

Good governance refers to the 
system of municipal government 

in its role as a democratic 
institution, a public policy maker 
and a provider of public services.
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OVERVIEW OF THE ORGANIZATION

In order to support City Council and the needs of the 
community, the City is led by the Chief Administrative 
Offi  cer, with support from Corporate Services, 
Communications & Engagement and Human Resources. 
Most programs and services provided through the 
City are organized under four major divisions, each 
with a number of supporting departments, as well 

as Fire Services as a separate department. The City 
also has contracted policing services through the 
RCMP, and arms-length services off ered through the 
Penticton Public Library and the operations of the 
South Okanagan Events Centre by Spectra Venue 
Management Inc.

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

MAYOR AND COUNCIL

BUSINESS PLAN STRUCTURE

The City’s Business Plan is organized by Division where applicable and broken out by department. This allows 
residents to see how the priorities align with various aspects of the organization and the budgets associated with 
specifi c programs and services. Within each department’s business plan, you’ll fi nd the following: 

• What we do overall and on a daily basis

• Staffi  ng

• 2018 Achievements – Supporting Corporate 
Priorities

• Challenges and Opportunities

• 2019 Initiatives 

• 2019 Proposed Budget

• Council Decision Requests 

RECREATION 
& FACILITIES

RECREATION 
– BUSINESS & 
OPERATIONS

MANAGEMENT

SPORTS & 
EVENTS

FACILITIES

MUSEUM & 
ARCHIVES 

FINANCIAL 
SERVICES

ACCOUNTING

BUDGET

PROCUREMENT 
& INVENTORY

REVENUE & 
COLLECTIONS

IT/GIS

INFRASTRUCTURE

ENGINEERING
& DESIGN

ELECTRIC UTILITY

PUBLIC WORKS

Colours align with sections in this business plan

LIBRARY
(ARMS-LENGTH 

SERVICE)

CORPORATE 
SERVICES

RCMP 
(CONTRACTED 

SERVICE)

FIRE SERVICES

COMMUNICATIONS
& ENGAGEMENT

HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

& SAFETY

DEVELOPMENT 
SERVICES

PLANNING & 
LAND USE

BUILDING &
LICENSING

BYLAW SERVICES

LAND
MANAGEMENT

DEVELOPMENT 
ENGINEERING

ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT
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BUSINESS PLAN AREAS OF FOCUS

While Corporate Priorities relate to the core services and fundamental responsibilities for the organization, the 
City has also identifi ed four primary focus areas for 2019. These focus areas are essential for tackling the key 
challenges facing the City based on risk assessments, identifi ed needs in our community and external factors 
aff ecting how we operate and allocate resources. 

PUBLIC SAFETY AND SECURITY
In some cases, increased prevalence of social issues in 
the City have changed residents’ perceptions of safety 
in the community. As a result, the City has prioritized 
a number of initiatives to address these issues and 
help citizens feel safer in the city. The City is directing 
additional resources towards the RCMP by adding an 
additional offi  cer and off ering continued support of the 
Community Assistance Support Team and Community 
Safety Enforcement Team. In addition, two Community 
Safety Offi  cers are being added to Bylaw Services. 
Other priorities include:

• Mayor’s Safety and Security Task Force 

• Downtown Bylaw/RCMP Offi  ce 

• Strategic Lighting Projects 

PLANNING FOR GROWTH AND 
DEVELOPMENT
The City has recently completed its Parks and 
Recreation Master Plan and is nearing completion 
of its Offi  cial Community Plan (OCP). The OCP will 
guide the development of Penticton over the next 20 
years, helping the City make decisions in the face of 
some of the strongest development pressures in the 
community in the past 10 to 20 years. In 2019, the City 
will start implementing plans that will guide sustainable 
and balanced development as well as our future 
transportation and mobility networks, and maintain 
our natural environment to ensure the vibrancy of the 
community for current and future generations. Specifi c 
priority initiatives include:

• Develop Land Management Strategy 

• Implement Economic Development Strategic Plan 

• Develop Skaha Lake Park Master Plan 

• Develop Downtown Parking Strategy 

• Develop Arena Development Plan 

• Develop South Okanagan Events Centre (SOEC) 
Parking Strategy 

ASSET MANAGEMENT
As the City’s infrastructure continues to age, proactive 
steps are required to ensure necessary investment is 
made in its roads, facilities, electrical lines, water and 
sewer pipes and other assets to ensure infrastructure 
can meet existing and future needs. Specifi cally, the 
City will continue expanding systems to support asset 
management, such as migrating parks and facilities 
data into its Geographic Information System (GIS), 
implementing asset management software and 
updating the Asset Management Investment Plan. The 
City will continue to increase its annual contribution to 
the asset sustainability reserve, allotting $1.8 million 
in 2019. The Utility Rate Review will also be completed, 
helping ensure utility rates are set to provide 
sustainable electrical, water and sanitary sewer utilities. 
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BUDGET AT A GLANCE

REVENUES
The City generates revenues 
through taxation, utility 
fees and other means. City 
revenues total $117.8 million, 
net of tax fl ows. The net 
budgeted revenue increase is 
$4.8 million or 4.1%.

The City has proposed a 
3.6% tax increase to address 
emerging priorities.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY & 
FINANCIAL TRANSPARENCY
In 2019, the City has established public business 
plans to clearly establish priorities and initiatives, 
and will report on these quarterly. The City continues 
to increase its fi nancial transparency by enhancing 
its fi nancial reporting to Council and the public with 
improvements to the 2019-23 fi nancial plan such as 
implementing full cost accounting and greater reserve 
transfer disclosure. 

Other priorities include:

• Establish Mayor and Council Remuneration  
Task Force 

• Develop Reserve Policy 

• Develop Nominal Lease Policy 

• Update Permissive Tax Exemption Policy 

• Recreation Cost Sharing Review 
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AREA $ MILLIONS

Non discretionary/Infl ation 2.024
Public Safety and Security .535
Critical Staffi  ng .366
Growth and Development Initiatives .246
Various Initiatives .225
Off set by: Reductions such as municipal grants/partnerships and debt interest (1.301)
TOTAL 2.095

Key expense increases consist of the following:

EXPENSES
The City takes a responsible and prudent approach to funding for programs and services. City general fund 
expenses total $52 million, net of tax fl ows. The net budgeted expense increase is $2.1 million or 4.2%.

Key Expense Increases
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CAPITAL 
As our infrastructure ages, the City 
needs to continue making a signifi cant 
investment into refurbishing roads, 
facilities and utilities, making a $19.6 
million investment in 2019.

DEPARTMENT 2018 2019 NEW COMMENTS

Corporate Services and Communications & 
Engagement 8.5 9.5 1 Records Management (EDRMS) 

position
Development Services 29.5 32 2.5 Bylaw Offi  cers, 0.5 Ec Dev

Infrastructure 100 103 3 2 Clean Team (=1FTE), Utility 
Supervisor and Service Advisor

Finance 34 34
Fire Services – General 39 39
Human Resources 5 5
Facilities, Recreation & Culture 46 47 1 Facilities Administrator
RCMP 25 25
TOTAL 287 294.5 7.5

The City has a diverse workforce with unique challenges. While the City works hard to maintain its existing staffi  ng 
levels, increasing workload, impending retirements, and greater legislative and regulatory requirements have 
necessitated increases in a number of departments. The full-time equivalent* staffi  ng levels and increases from 
2018 to 2019 are refl ected below.

Staffi  ng Levels

* Includes: Parks, 
Fire, Cemetery, 
Traffi  c Control, etc.

* Note: Full-time equivalent (FTE) is the industry standard to refl ect staffi  ng levels for local government. One FTE is 
equivalent to one staff  working full-time.
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WHAT IT MEANS TO OUR RESIDENTS … 

The City has taken a responsible approach to the 
proposed tax and utility rate change, aiming to establish 
an aff ordable increase that maintains the level of 
services the community expects.

As with all municipalities in BC, fi nding a way to 
equitably distribute the tax burden between residents 
and businesses is no easy task. The business tax 
multiplier is the mechanism used by municipalities 
to set diff erent tax rates between residents and 
businesses. In Penticton the multiplier is lower 
than most comparable municipalities (2.28) and the 
provincial average (2.73). The Canadian Federation 
of Independent Business recommends the multiplier 
to be no more than 2. The table below compares 
Penticton to others.

Business Tax Multiplier Comparisons (2018)

The current business tax multiplier in 2019 for 
Penticton will be 1.73; however, consideration will be 
undertaken to adjust it to 1.87 when tax rates are set 
later in spring. If this higher business tax multiplier 
is set, it will result in a smaller impact to residential 
properties.

The tables on the next page show the impact to 
residents and businesses of proposed tax and 
utility rate increases based on the two business tax 
multipliers.

Municipalities use business 
tax multipliers to set 
diff erent tax rates between 
residents and businesses, as 
a way to equitably distribute 
the tax burden.

* Proposed for 2019

* 
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GENERAL 
MUNICIPAL 

TAXES

STORM 
WATER

ELECTRIC 
UTILITY

WATER 
UTILITY

SEWER 
UTILITY

TOTAL $ 
CHANGE

Estimated 
Increase $11 $0 $30 $58

2019 Business Tax 
Multiplier 1.73 $59 $158 

2019 Business Tax 
Multiplier 1.87 $18 $117 

Assumptions: 914 kwh/mo
(3/4”) 
1,060 

cu ft/mo

532 cu ft/mo 
in winter

Impact of Tax and Utility Increases with Multiplier

TYPICAL RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY ($451,567)

GENERAL 
MUNICIPAL 

TAXES

STORM 
WATER

ELECTRIC 
UTILITY

WATER 
UTILITY

SEWER 
UTILITY

TOTAL $ 
CHANGE

Estimated 
Increase $32 $0 $53 $303 

2019 Business Tax 
Multiplier 1.73 $266 $654 

2019 Business Tax 
Multiplier 1.87 $658 $1,046 

Assumptions: 5,000 
kwh/mo

(1 1/2") 
7,060 

cu ft/mo

7,060 
cu ft/mo

TYPICAL BUSINESS PROPERTY ($1,177,047)
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DEPARTMENT BUSINESS PLAN REQUEST VALUE

GENERAL FUND
Communications & Engagement 
Department

Develop new City website $125,000
Citizen community survey $8,000

Corporate Services Department
Purchase and implement an electronic documents records 
system (EDRMS) with an FTE position to support digitization 
and records management

$75,000

Bylaw Services Department Two Community Safety Offi  cers $155,000
New centralized downtown Bylaw/RCMP offi  ce $30,000

Land Management Department Skaha Park Master Plan $75,000
Land Management Strategy $15,000

Planning & Land Use 
Department

Comprehensive Development Plan to establish the City's 
future land use vision $130,000

Downtown Parkade Feasibility Study $26,000
Land Use Contracts termination to meet provincial rules and 
requirements $15,000

Procurement & Inventory 
Department

Research and implement a contract management platform 
to address maintenance and tracking of City contracts $30,000

Public Works Department

Public Works Utility Supervisor (Note: Total cost is $126,000 
with $66,000 funded from Water and Sewer Utilites) $60,000

Two cleaning and maintenance staff $66,000

Service Advisor Coordinator to address fl eet growth $100,000

Electrical Department Strategic area lighting and pedestrian crossing lighting $200,000

Recreation & Facilities Division

Facilities Administrative Support $65,000

Recreation Cost Sharing Review $30,000
Public Art Offi  cer and initiatives (Note: not shown as a 
supported line item in budget) $150,000

Museum & Archives Revamp the First Peoples display area to complete the 
diorama portion of the exhibit $3,000

RCMP One new RCMP Offi  cer for 2019 $150,000

LIBRARY

Library
Increase hours of cataloguer position in relation to the 
expansion of outreach services $7,000

Increase online services $5,000

ELECTRIC UTILITY
Electric Utility Investigate power generation possibilities $75,000

WATER UTILITY
Engineering Department Phase II Drought Management Plan $100,000

COUNCIL DECISION REQUESTS
In the departmental business plans, there are a total of 24 decision requests for Council. The fi nancial implications 
of these initiatives are contained within the proposed budget. The list below summarizes these requests for new 
operating funding. For details on these requests and how they support goals to benefi t the community, visit the 
applicable department plan. 
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CORPORATE
ADMINISTRATION
The following departments provide leadership 
and support services to the organization and 
the community: 

CORPORATE SERVICES 

COMMUNICATIONS & ENGAGEMENT

HUMAN RESOURCES & SAFETY

Penticton provides organizational support to the 
Penticton Public Library, a partner organization. 
This section also includes Library Services. 
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WHAT WE DO
Corporate Services is the primary link between 
City Council, staff  and the community. We support 
Council as it sets policy and strategic priorities, 
and we provide leadership to support the 
implementation of Council’s directives.

STAFFING
The Corporate Services Department consists of 
six full-time equivalent staff , including the Chief 
Administrative Offi  cer, one Director and one 
Manager.

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Act as the City liaisons: the Chief Administrative 

Offi  cer (CAO) and other members of the 
department interact with community groups and 
other government agencies such as federal, First 
Nations, provincial and regional agencies as well 
as social agencies that serve the community;

• Provide administrative support to Mayor, 
Council and the Council Committees; 

• Prepare and organize the agendas and minutes 
for Council and Committee meetings;

• Manage, maintain and provide access to 
corporate records including City bylaws; 

• Maintain and preserve all of the City’s records 
and manage Freedom of Information and 
Protection of Privacy issues and requests; and

• Conduct local government elections. 

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Increased voter opportunity options and turnout 
for the 2018 General Election.

• Updated and improved the orientation for Council 
to ensure they have the tools to be eff ective 
leaders and decision makers and created all 
new Committee orientation materials to help 
committees respond eff ectively to Council 
requests.

• Improved business processes for corporate 
records management and initiated preparations 
for a new electronic records management system 
to increase effi  ciency and provide improved public 
access to requested records.

• Coordinated City events for Ikeda Sister City visit 
and Canada Day Drummers and liaised with 
Downtown Penticton Association and the Prime 
Minister of Canada’s offi  ce to coordinate Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau and wife Sophie Gregoire 
Trudeau’s visit for BC Day.

GOOD GOVERNANCE • Updated and added new bylaws and policies that 
will direct how the City conducts business. 

• Rebuilt the Corporate Services team with the 
departure/transfer of staff .

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Achievements continued on next page
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CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

RECORDS MANAGEMENT
The City must comply with the Freedom of Information 
and Protection of Privacy Act, including providing 
records as requested, or face fi nes and/or court 
challenges which can be costly. The diffi  culty is that 
the number and complexity of Freedom of Information 
requests is increasing and the number of electronic 
documents continues to increase exponentially, 
tripling every three years and adding 1.9 million new 
documents in the last three years alone. Searching for 
documents consumes a lot of staff  time. 

NEW COUNCIL
We see the election of a new Council as an opportunity, 
and there is a need to provide Council with orientation 
information and support to ensure new and returning 
Council members have the information and background 
they require to make decisions over the next four years. 

BYLAWS AND POLICIES
Some Penticton bylaws and policies were adopted 
many years ago. The City needs to review older bylaws/
policies to ensure they are not in confl ict with current 
legislation or other bylaws/policies, and that they are 
still relevant and applicable. 

EVENTS
Penticton has the advantage of hosting many events 
and it’s important for the City to support these events 
by ensuring Council members are aware of them and 
able to attend. Currently, there is no coordinated 
calendar to outline known events, which makes it 
diffi  cult to plan and allocate resources as needed. 

ISSUES MANAGEMENT
When citizens advise the City of concerns or identify 
issues related to municipal responsibilities, it’s 
important to ensure these issues are resolved. Without 
an eff ective tracking system there is a risk that some 
complaints may not be handled consistently or in a 
timely way. An additional challenge is that some issues 
relate to other governments or jurisdictions and are 
outside of the control of the City. However, when these 
outside issues are not addressed, citizens blame the 
City as they may not understand the City’s role.  

• Enhanced the 2017 Annual Report to focus on 
Council Priorities and organizational achievements 
and future goals.

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

• Initiated planning for the Federation of Canadian 
Municipalities Board meeting with 150 delegates to 
be hosted by the City of Penticton in the Spring of 
2019.

ECONOMIC VITALITY
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2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Implement an Electronic Document and Records Management Plan

An electronic document and records management system (EDRMS) will provide a more effi  cient 
way to store and retrieve records and will reduce risks associated with legal challenges to the 
City by: ensuring documents are retained as required by law, regulation, statute or best practice; 
providing quick and reliable access to documents for FOI requests and court cases as needed; 
and, preventing documents from being destroyed prior to the required retention period. An 
EDRMS also improves effi  ciency by making it easier and quicker for staff  to retrieve documents 
when needed. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: Plan for and select a system - December 2019; Implementation 
through 2020

2.  Formalize Council 2019 Deliverables and Structure Spring 2020-2022 Plan

Council has identifi ed priorities they want addressed and these have been actioned or added 
to business plans for 2019 and beyond. The next step is to complete a Strategic Plan for the 
remainder of the Council term to capture their vision.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: May 2019

3.  Implement New Council Orientation

With a newly-elected Council, it’s essential to ensure Council members have all the information 
and training required to fulfi ll their roles and make sound decisions. A full orientation began in 
late 2018 and will carry into 2019.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: March 2019

4.  Update Bylaws and Policies

Bylaws and policies are the instruments for conducting City business. Often bylaws and policies 
become obsolete and need upgrading due to changing legislation or changing practices. 
Penticton will review its bylaws and policies and complete updates, or create new bylaws and 
policies as needed, as part of ongoing management best practice. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

5. Implement an Events Tracking Calendar including Council Invitations 

Staff  will identify as many events requiring Council participation as possible and develop 
an events calendar, and corresponding planning materials, for what is required (type of 
attendance, need to purchase tickets, etc.), and ensure all of those event invitations are 
shared with Council as applicable.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: March 2019 (with event tracking and invitations to Council as an 
ongoing practice)

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

Initiatives continued on next page
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CORPORATE SERVICES – BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Goods and Services 141,631 131,329 90,600
Legal 176,500 276,014 240,000
Salaries and Benefi ts 704,497 857,388 817,000
Internal Allocation In 16,388 20,689 7,500
Internal Allocation Out -95,000 -155,014 -165,000
Recoveries – FOIPPA -100 -150 -100
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 943,916 1,130,256 990,000

› The 2018 municipal election increased expenses in the Corporate Services Department. As there is no election 
planned for 2019, the net operating costs are lower than in 2018; however, this is off set due to the proposed 
records management position.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

6.  Implement an Issues Management Program
By developing an Issues Management Program to log and monitor all issues raised by the 
public and/or Council, City staff  will be able to respond to and track issues more eff ectively. The 
system will list when the complaint is received, staff  involved in responding and the resolution or 
outcome, as well as help identify trends and look for consistent, long-term solutions to repetitive 
problems. There is an opportunity to work with Communications & Engagement to ensure the 
public is aware of municipal roles and responsibilities as opposed to federal, First Nation or 
provincial jurisdictions.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

 | 
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COUNCIL DECISION REQUEST

BUDGET 
REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 

BUDGET REQUEST
CAPITAL

 BUDGET REQUEST 

Electronic 
Document 
and Records 
Management 
System and 
Staff  Position

Enables the City to manage the 
security, effi  cient retrieval, and 
retention of City records, and 
provide a means of collaboration 
between departments and 
people. It will help satisfy 
Freedom of Information requests 
for City documents and help 
avoid costly legal action against 
the City. It also reduces costs by 
decreasing staff  time required to 
search for documents. 

Year 1
$75,000 (Records Management System 
position for 8 months and consulting fees)

Year 2
$83,000 (annual Records Management 
System position)

$45,600 (annual software licence cost)

*Information Technology staff  support will be 
required in year 1 and year 2, and ongoing.

Year 2

$400,000 (one 
time software 
cost)

* We estimate the current cost of time wasted as staff  search for documents is approximately $372,096/year, based on 15 
minutes per day by 170 staff  with an average wage of $36.48/hr over 240 working days. 

If funding for a new document management system is not approved, staff  will still need to fi nd a way to clean up 
City records, set naming conventions and train staff  to use the current systems and standards in a fashion that 
supports more effi  cient searches for records and FOI requests. This will require additional staff  resources. 

MAYOR & COUNCIL – BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Supplies and Memberships 34,394 39,015 34,000
Travel and Conferences 25,000 13,956 40,000
Salaries and Benefi ts 208,079 209,000 215,000
Internal Allocation In 11,000 11,000 11,000
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE 278,473 272,971 300,000

› Net operating expenses are increasing in 2019 due to Council orientation expenses and cost of living increase to 
the Mayor and Council’s annual indemnity.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019
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Communications & Engagement

WHAT WE DO
In Communications & Engagement we are focused 
on keeping our residents informed about operations 
in the City and new decisions and directions from 
Council, as well as engaging with residents to seek 
input and help inform Council about community 
interests and priorities.  

STAFFING
The Communications & Engagement Department 
consists of 2.5 full-time equivalent staff , including 
one Manager.

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Work internally with staff  and externally with 

stakeholders to make information on City 
services, events or topics of public interest 
available and accessible via our website, social 
media, newsletters, news releases and other 
channels; 

• Partner with staff  to develop and execute a 
process to involve the community in decisions 
that matter to them and to provide Council with 
information about community views to assist 
with their decision making; and 

• Work with local and regional media. 

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Continued growth of social media channels.  
Revised social media strategy for engagement.  
Increased diversity of social media content. 

• Continued growth of registrations on 
shapeyourcitypenticton.ca and participation in 
engagement activities. 

• Signifi cantly increased the number of news 
releases issued. 170 were issued in 2018 compared 
to approximately 50 for previous years.

GOOD GOVERNANCE

• Revised City newsletter. The focus was on ensuring 
content was relevant to residents by capturing 
key announcements from previous months 
and including tips on utility consumption and 
recreation services. 

• Revised emergency management communication 
materials and on-site live training.  

• Introduced greater rigor on proactive 
communication and engagement with respect to 
internal planning and preparedness. 
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Communications & Engagement

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

LONG-RANGE PLANNING
Given the speed by which information is distributed 
via popular social media channels, combined with 
the dominant role these channels play in circulating 
information and news, communication planning is 
required more than ever, while the time to organize 
it is less and less. By identifying repeating cycles of 
annual work, services or decisions, the majority of the 
City’s operational communications (which comprise 
the largest portion of the City’s yearly announcement 
schedule) can be eff ectively planned for in advance.

LISTENING TO RESIDENTS 
Despite the City’s success in increasing occasions for 
public engagement, the actual topics of engagement 
remain primarily set by Council and staff .  The 
opportunity exists for the City to expand its current 
engagement program to include feedback on topics 
and issues for which there is currently no established 
political or administrative attention.

BUILDING STAFF EXPERTISE 
The expanding array of communication channels 
and opportunities to send out information is 
placing considerable pressure on the designated 
communication resources, making it diffi  cult to be 
actively engaged and responsive.  

The opportunity exists through internal staff  education 
and new technology to decentralize some aspects of 
the City’s communication function in order to better 
serve the expectations of residents.
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Communications & Engagement

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Launch New Version of Penticton.ca

Penticton.ca has reached the end of its functional service life as the primary conduit for 
accessing online information about the City, the services it supplies or the decisions its 
elected offi  cials and staff  make. Developments in internet technology, combined with new 
devices by which the internet is accessed, have further reduced the functionality of the 
current website. The time has come to create and relaunch Penticton.ca.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: October 2019

2.  Develop a Community Engagement Framework

At this time the City’s popular engagement program and activities are without a set 
of defi ned policies and processes to articulate the City’s commitment to community 
engagement. With this initiative, Council, staff  and the community will have a shared 
understanding of the purpose of community engagement and what to expect from the 
program. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

3.  Implement Citizen-led Engagement Program

Successful community engagement programs include processes and occasions that 
enable residents to lead the conversation. With achievement of this initiative, the City 
will have a better understanding of what is important to the community and greater 
participation from a wider and more inclusive audience. The community will have a 
regular forum to discuss topics of importance with the City through PenTALKton evenings, 
where citizens select the topic in advance and drive the conversation.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: Three times in each of the fi rst three quarters

4. Introduce Continuous Improvement Initiatives 

Improving the eff ectiveness of the City’s engagement program by way of aligning existing eff orts 
to industry best practices can lead to a variety of quick wins. Through this initiative, various steps 
taken will reduce barriers to participation and introduce measures to gauge the eff ectiveness of 
the program.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: August 2019

5.  Introduce the News Release Creator Tool
This tested and proven piece of technology will be rolled out by the end of 2019 in an eff ort 
to better manage the writing, approval, posting and issuing of City news releases.  When 
installed, the application provides a wide range of benefi ts to select staff , while also addressing 
a notable short-fall of knowledge surrounding the City’s current website Content Management 
System (CMS). The application’s availability during EOC activations will also provide a notable 
improvement in the time it takes to issue critical information to the public.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT
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Communications & Engagement

BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Communications 281,942 287,600 326,160
Community Relations 42,000 42,900 1,000
Publications 29,300 26,506 92,000
Print 50,000 52,000 0
Radio 2,000 0 0
Online 15,000 6,500 1,500
Internal Allocation In 15,000 12,840 13,000
Internal Allocation Out -21,000 -21,400 -23,000
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE 414,242 406,946 410,660

› No material changes between 2018 Forecast and 2019 Budget.

BUDGET REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 
BUDGET REQUEST

CAPITAL
 BUDGET REQUEST 

New website to replace 
existing Penticton.ca 
platform

Addresses current issues with searchability, 
lack of a mobile screen platform, limited 
content management system and other 
performance issues on the current website. 

$125,000*  

Community survey by 
contractor

Provides expertise and capacity to complete 
an assessment of initiatives to reduce 
barriers and improve public participation

$8,000

* This budget request resides in the IT cost centre; however, the Communications & Engagement Department would lead 
the project. 

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

COUNCIL DECISION REQUESTS
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Human Resources & Safety

WHAT WE DO
In Human Resources & Safety, we strive to balance 
the needs of all City staff  by developing and 
managing corporate programs. These include 
recruitment, labour relations, collective bargaining, 
training, staff  development, payroll and benefi ts, and 
health and safety. 

STAFFING
The Human Resources & Safety Department consists 
of fi ve full-time equivalent staff , including one 
Manager.

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Handle the recruitment of staff , including posting, 

interviewing and on-boarding;

• Manage labour relations, including the handling 
of all union matters and negotiating collective 
agreements;

• Process the payroll, benefi ts and pensions of City 
employees;

• Create, implement and oversee internal policies;

• Ensure the health and safety of City staff  by 
educating employees on safe work practices; and

• Provide advice to managers and supervisors 
to support eff ective communication and 
cooperation with their staff . 

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Created a Five Year Succession Planning Master 
Plan to ensure that the City is ready for staffi  ng 
changes. 

• Improved the Safety Management System within 
the City (i.e. Personal Protective Equipment and 
Safety Training). 

• Implemented a City-wide Performance 
Management Tool focused on Employee 
Development. 

NOTE: 

The Human Resources & Safety Department handles 
a number of private and confi dential matters. For this 
reason, several of the Department’s Achievements and 
Initiatives could not be listed in this Business Plan. 

GOOD GOVERNANCE
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Human Resources & Safety

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

EMPLOYER IMPLICATIONS OF 
LEGALIZED CANNABIS
In October 2018, the use of recreational cannabis was 
legalized in Canada, creating the need for the Human 
Resources & Safety Department to prepare for the 
various challenges the City may face related to the 
use of cannabis products for medical/non-medical use 
in the workplace. The City will follow the published 
experiences of employers regarding cannabis use and 
will have the safety of staff  as its paramount concern.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING OF THREE 
AGREEMENTS
The collective agreements for three of the City’s four 
unions expired on December 31, 2018. This aff ects 
the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE), 
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
(IBEW) and CUPE – Library. Collective bargaining is 
now required for the next contracts, which is a labour-
intensive undertaking for both management and 
unions.

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Implement the Five Year Succession Planning Master Plan 
The City will implement its Five Year Succession Planning Master Plan to ensure up-and-coming 
staff  vacancies are handled with limited disruption to staffi  ng levels and overall productivity.   

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: July 2019

2.  Achieve Certifi cate of Recognition (COR) and The Partners in Injury    
     and Disability Prevention Program (PIR) 

Both COR and PIR are voluntary programs that operate through the combined eff orts of 
WorkSafeBC, the Ministry of Labour, industry partners, safety associations, employers and 
labour groups.  By completing (and maintaining) COR and PIR, the City will be eligible for 
signifi cant WorkSafeBC refunds.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

3.  Ratifi cation of Three Expired Collective Agreements 
The Human Resources & Safety Department will aim to successfully negotiate and achieve union 
ratifi cation of the three collective agreements that expired at the end of 2018.  Strong collective 
agreements are to the mutual benefi t of both the City and its unions and will support the City’s 
mandate of being an employer of choice.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: July 2019

4. Support Mayor and Council Remuneration Advisory Task Force 
A ‘Mayor and Council Remuneration Advisory Task Force’ will be established to review the 
current compensation levels and make recommendations related to salary and benefi ts. The 
Human Resources, Payroll and Health & Safety Manager will support the work done by the 
Advisory Task Force. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: April 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE
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Human Resources & Safety

BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Goods and Services 160,480 105,342 162,000
Salaries and Benefi ts 509,610 498,249 556,080
Legal 15,000 66,150 35,000
Internal Allocation In 47,538 69,781 49,920
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 732,629 739,523 803,000

› Net operating expenses are increasing in 2019 primarily as a result of union negotiations and the fi lling of a 
prolonged staff  vacancy in 2018.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019
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Library Services

WHAT WE DO
At the Penticton Public Library, we have a mandate to 
promote literacy, meet the information needs of our 
community and off er programming opportunities for 
residents of all ages. In addition to physical and digital 
book collections, which are the most traditional service 
off ered at a library, we also off er technical services 
such as the Integrated Library System (Catalogue), 
information technology training and support, and 
reference services to assist with research. We also 
off er programs for adults, youth and children.   

STAFFING
The Penticton Public Library consists of 16 full-time 
equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Provide library services to residents of the City 

of Penticton;

• Enhance digital access to those residents 
without a home computer;

• Ensure information needs are met through 
a well-planned and maintained non-fi ction 
collection and reference service;

• Enable life-long learning goals of residents by 
providing access to learning databases; and

• Deliver innovative and sustainable programing 
for children, young adults and adults of all ages. 

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Conducted outcome-based evaluations of home 
delivery service, Borrow-a-Librarian and Science, 
Technology, Engineering, Arts, Math (STEAM) 
programs. The three services that were evaluated 
based on this methodology have been identifi ed as 
providing ongoing added value to library services. 

• Introduced three-dimensional printing programs 
and service development that provides the 
community with up-to-date technology.

• Evaluated and refi ned digital resources to stay 
relevant.

• Adopted SirsiDynix Horizon Enterprise System for 
a patron-focused catalogue. This online access 
catalogue is more user friendly for patrons than the 
previous catalogue – making it easier for patrons to 
fi nd what they’re looking for. 

• Developed STEAM programing for children eight 
to 12 years old. These programs have been very 
well received by participants and parents, and 
have achieved the outcomes assessed in the early 

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

GOOD GOVERNANCE • Continued with essential updates to the library’s 
collection of printed and digital books and other 
resources to ensure the library’s collections are up 
to date and relevant to library patrons, contributing 
to a vibrant and active library community. This 
includes discarding items that are no longer in use 
by patrons, are damaged and cannot be repaired, 
or are inaccurate to make space for new items. 
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CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

CAPACITY
It is challenging to maintain staffi  ng levels in the face of 
increasing workloads. The Library has had up to a six-
month backlog in cataloguing due to staffi  ng shortages. 
Programming attendance stats are up by 15% (all 
ages), which puts pressure on the programmers in 
terms of satisfactory delivery. STEAM programming has 
been tremendously successful – doubling attendance 
at Tween programs; however, we are limited by 
equipment and by our ability to manage groups.

INCREASED COSTS
The rising cost of materials (physical and digital) is 
posing challenges for our budgeting process. According 
to Statistic Canada, the cost of reading material has 
risen 5.7% since 2017 and the average e-book costs 
libraries three to fi ve times more than the amount it 
costs consumers. The Library’s purchasing budget line 
has not increased at all in the past seven years. 

AGING INFRASTRUCTURE AND A 
LACK OF SPACE

Our security (theft prevention) system is failing and 
we do not have suffi  cient work space for staff  needs. 
Service desks are not ergonomically correct and the 
information desk has been assessed as a potential 
safety hazard for staff  dealing with diffi  cult or upset 
patrons. Further, the Library lacks space for storage 
both of the public collection and of materials used in 
our work. 

LESSENING OF INTERNAL INCOME 
DUE TO FEES AND FINES
The Library has not met its budgeted internal revenue 
for several years due to a decrease of patrons returning 
their materials late, and a decrease of lost or damaged 
items. However, ongoing collection maintenance due to 
lack of space has increased our revenue from discarded 
or donated book sales. 

STRATEGIC PLANNING
The Library has come to the end of the 2014-2018 
strategic plan and will be engaged in planning through 
the fi rst quarter of 2019. While this is a positive step in 
planning for our future, it requires staff  time.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The ongoing growth and developments in information 
technology have added to the scope of work. Our 
patrons expect to be able to have seamless access to 
resources via the Library. As such, we will be adding 
further resources and providing services to ease the 
usage of the Library virtually. However, we also must 
continue to meet the challenge of assisting those 
individuals who struggle to use consumer grade 
technology. 

Library Services
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Library Services

2019 INITIATIVES

1. Expand Outreach Services       

The Library is committed to fostering increased community engagement and lifelong 
learning. As part of that, we have a well-established home delivery service for patrons 
who are unable to come into the Library. In 2018, an assessment of this service indicated 
that its continuation remained an important part of our secondary services. However, 
it also became apparent that the Library could be doing more to reach under-served 
members of our community. In 2019, we will be expanding on our outreach services 
informed by our strategic planning process. Expanded outreach meets community needs 
with both traditional and new services, in dynamic and changing environments. Whether 
providing services to those who can’t come to the Library, or reaching out to those who 
are underserved, this outreach and community engagement ensures equitable delivery 
of the Library’s services to all people.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

2.  Adjust Online Services        

Online services from ebooks (Library2Go, RBD digital) to learning platforms (Mango 
Languages, Lynda.com) are being increasingly used and sought by residents. Our usage 
statistics continue to rise, depending on the database, from 20% to 197%. Previously 
the costs of these services were split between our materials budget and online services. 
By adjusting our budget allocation to better refl ect usage patterns it will normalize the 
Library’s spending on items in high demand by our users while maintaining our current 
budget for books.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT

SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

LIBRARY BOARD 
STRATEGIC GOALS:
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Engagement
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STRATEGIC GOALS:
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Experience First

Fostering Lifelong 
Learning
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Library Services

BUDGET OVERVIEW

› Increase in net operating costs due to facilities area allocating in operating expenses of the library building and 
contractual labour increases, and increased online and outreach services.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

REVENUES -257,212 -248,067 -257,612

Goods and Services 481,800 462,451 499,300

Salaries and Benefi ts 852,000 886,096 914,004

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 1,333,800 1,348,547 1,413,304

Total Internal Allocation In 0 0 113,400

NET OPERATING EXPENSES 1,076,588 1,100,480 1,269,092

BUDGET REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 
BUDGET REQUEST

CAPITAL 
BUDGET REQUEST 

Increase hours of LTI 
Cataloguer in relation to the 
expansion of outreach services

This enables the Library to continue 
valuable outreach services to 
meet the needs of our community, 
particularly those who are unable 
to come to the Library and who are 
under-served. 

$7,000

Increase online services This will enable the Library to 
maintain digital services and 
meet the increasing needs of the 
community for these services.

$5,000

COUNCIL DECISION REQUESTS
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DEVELOPMENT 
SERVICES
The Development Services Division 
includes six departments:  

BUILDING & LICENSING 

BYLAW SERVICES 

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  

LAND MANAGEMENT 

PLANNING & LAND USE
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Development Services 
Including Development Engineering

WHAT WE DO
In the Development Services Division, we are 
responsible for Economic Development, Land 
Management, Planning & Land Use, Development 
Engineering, Building & Licensing and Bylaw 
Services. We have a unique situation in that we 
see many municipal processes from creation to 
implementation. With the addition of Economic 
Development in 2017 and Land Management in 
2018, we have the ability to positively impact new 
investment from the approval processes all the way 
to enforcement of bylaws. 

This plan includes Development Engineering, while 
details on the other departments can be found in 
their individual plans. 

STAFFING
The Development Services Division consists of 32 
full-time equivalent staff , including one Director, fi ve 
Managers and one Supervisor.

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Support business retention and attraction eff orts;

• Manage the sale, purchase, licence and lease of 
municipal land;

• Lead the development of the Offi  cial Community 
Plan;

• Conduct rezoning, development permit and 
subdivision application reviews;

• Issue building permits;

• Issue building licences;

• Provide consistent interpretation and 
enforcement of City bylaws related to 
developers to ensure requirements are adhered 
to during development projects;

• Enforce compliance with municipal bylaws, with 
regards to individuals and organizations;

• Ensure City infrastructure associated with new 
development is complete and in compliance 
with City bylaws; and

• Enforce compliance with City construction 
standards regardless of whether the City or a 
developer is funding and carrying out the work.

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Oversaw programs related to community 
awareness and education of the development 
process.

• Conducted prioritization review of Bylaw Services.

• Completed Master Plan for Parks and Recreation, 
which included development of the Park 
Dedication Bylaw, Park Land Protection and Use 
Policy and Park Zoning amendments.

GOOD GOVERNANCE • Worked with Development Services Advisory 
Committee to create the new Building Bylaw and 
update the Subdivision and Development Bylaw.      

• Monitored and managed works under construction 
with a focus on process improvement and 
maintenance of work quality.

• Managed infrastructure repairs for Project Falcon 
(TELUS fi bre optic rollout).

Achievements continued on next page
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• Engaged the community through the development 
of an Offi  cial Community Plan.

• Implemented a Parking Strategy with Bylaw 
Services.

• Managed community concerns regarding the 
impact on surrounding residents of earthworks 
undertaken by the developer of the Dartmouth 
Subdivision.

• Completed a detailed analysis of the servicing 
options for the potential subdivision as part of the 
Upper Wiltse Area Plan.

COMMUNITY BUILDING

• Responded positively to increased levels of 
development activity.

• Co-led the Smart City Challenge application.

• Created an Economic Development Strategy 
and implemented action items related to: 
communication, collaboration, retention and 
expansion, attraction and organizational 
excellence.

ECONOMIC VITALITY

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

DEVELOPMENT LEVELS
Penticton has undergone one of the most active 
development cycles in the City’s history over the 
past fi ve years, putting pressure on all departments.  
With a committed team of professionals across the 
Development Services Division, we have been able to 
respond effi  ciently to the needs of our community, 
development industry and range of customers. 
However, with increased activity, we have identifi ed 
stressors on our systems along with the need for 
continual improvement to ensure we are able to 
respond to increasing community expectations.  

MANAGEMENT OF DEVELOPMENT 
INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS 
AND COMMUNICATION WITH 
DEVELOPERS
Infrastructure upgrades required for new developments 
can be very costly so we work hard to ensure 
developers are aware of the total scope and cost of any 
required works to allow them to factor those in to their 
costs. Open and honest communication is key for this. 
Completing infrastructure upgrades based on the size 
of development is a goal that is not always achievable 
because the cost is sometimes too signifi cant for 
the size of the development. As a result, we strive to 
determine and communicate upgrade allocations in a 
fair, transparent and consistent manner to ensure good 
relations with all of our developers.  

COMPLEX SOCIAL ISSUES
2018 saw continued positive momentum in all 
Development Services departments with each 
team responding to a variety of complex issues and 
completing a number of strategically important projects 
for the organization.  Bylaw Services saw the most 
challenging issues with the community demanding the 
prioritization of dealing with the social and criminal 
issues in the community.  Bylaw’s partnership with the 
RCMP and the community’s social organizations will 
need to continue in 2019 to prepare for and respond to 
similar issues.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Finding innovative ways to ensure community 
involvement is critical to success of the Development 
Services team, whether it be through the development of 
new policy, creation of new processes or implementation 
of new bylaws.  Looking out to 2019, the momentum 
built around engaging our community in the work we do 
will need to continue moving forward.
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2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Community Priorities 

Development Services oversees departments that assist in creating a sustainable, vibrant 
and active city for our community. The infl uence and impact of these departments are 
far reaching, largely focused on moving the community forward through economic 
opportunity, land use and development.

Strategic projects falling under the direction of the Development Services Director, working 
closely with departmental managers will include:

• Completion of Offi  cial Community Plan       
ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

• Land Management Strategy        
ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

• Modernization of Business Licence Bylaws      
ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

• Economic Development 2nd Year Operational Plan       
ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

• Skaha Park Master Plan          
ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

2.  Infrastructure & Servicing Analysis 

As our community grows, our development engineering team will ensure that new 
growth areas and existing infi ll areas are provided with the appropriate infrastructure 
to ensure sustainable development of our community.

Work will include completing the servicing and infrastructure analysis for the City’s 
future growth areas and new subdivision applications, including:

• Skaha Bluff s

• Dartmouth Green subdivision  

• 157 Abbott Street

• North Wiltse

• Spiller Road

• OCP Implementation – Comprehensive Development Plan review

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: Throughout 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

ECONOMIC 
VITALITY

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
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DEVELOPMENT SERVICES – BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Goods and Services 70,500 42,685 55,125
Carmi Landfi ll Monitoring 5,000 5,000 5,000
Salaries and Benefi ts 261,033 253,221 258,110
Internal Allocation In - Revenue -73,000 -11,000 -61,000
Internal Allocation In - Expense 369,039 440,756 440,765
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 632,573 730,662 698,000

› Net operating expenses are decreasing due to increase in inspection fee revenue allocated in from the 
Development Engineering Department.

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING – BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

REVENUE -73,000 -11,000 -61,000
DCC Bylaw Update 5,000 456 0
Subdivision & Dev. Bylaw 8,000 17,000 12,000
Engineering Bylaw Review 5,000 0 0
Salary and Wages 266,082 280,300 273,235
Operational Expense 284,082 297,756 285,235
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 211,082 286,756 224,235

› Net operating expenses are decreasing due to increase in projected inspection fee revenue.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019
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Building & Licensing

WHAT WE DO
In Building and Licensing, we help to ensure that 
buildings are safe and that there are consistent 
standards for construction and development 
in Penticton. We also use licensing and other 
regulations to guide where various types of 
businesses may operate, and some specialized uses 
such as liquor licensing. We interact regularly with 
residents, local businesses and other stakeholders, 
and provide information and education on how to 
meet the City’s and provincial regulations, and we 
enforce these requirements as needed.  

STAFFING
The Building & Licensing Department consists of 10 
full-time equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Assist in pre-construction developments and 

business proposals;

• Review and issue demolition, mechanical and 
building permits – issued 915 in 2018; 

• Review and issue business licences, including 
home-based operations – 3055 active business 
licences, 117 non-profi t licences and 152 active 
vacation rentals in 2018;

• Conduct on-site inspections of construction 
projects and business operations – completed 
4,452 inspections in 2018;

• Review and issue storefront and sidewalk use 
permits;

• Review liquor applications for local government 
input;

• Provide education to building industry and 
owners on codes, permits and licensing; and

• Enforce regulatory bylaws pertaining to 
construction, businesses and land uses – 162 
case fi les initiated in 2018.

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Completed the new Building Bylaw 2018-01 and 
related enforcement bylaws and policy, which were 
all adopted by Council. City staff  have also improved 
their relationship with external partners such as 
regional building and licensing departments, the 
Municipal Insurance Association of BC (MIABC), the 
BC Building and Safety Standards Branch and the 
Building Offi  cials Association. 

• Updated application forms, webpages and guides 
to support the new Building Bylaw 2018-01.

GOOD GOVERNANCE • Reduced time to complete permit reviews for 
residential and small commercial projects by more 
than 50%, while permit volumes remain consistent 
with previous years. 

• Enhanced reporting tools, data management and 
mobile inspections through improvements to the 
City’s permit software system. 

• Developed a new, online tool to allow residents 
to apply for new business licences and amend 
existing licences. This new self-service tool will be 
available to residents in 2019. 

Achievements continued on next page
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Building & Licensing

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

CONSTRUCTION AND BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT
Continued high levels of construction activity and 
business development, including increasingly complex 
building projects and more diverse business interests, 
put pressure on staff  time. It’s a challenge to balance 
high work volumes with process improvement, 
customer service and regulatory enforcement. For 
2019, staff  will work with our building community and 
promote the pre-development application meetings to 
help guide property and business owners by continuing 
to invest in process effi  ciencies. 

TECHNOLOGY DELAYS
The new online eApply Service for Business Licence 
applications has been delayed due to challenges 
with the software system provider and information 
technology (IT) support staff  workloads. In 2019, clear 
priorities have been established for projects, along with 
increased role clarity and collaboration between IT and 
other City departments.  

GAPS IN CITY LICENSING AND 
PERMIT PROGRAM
Following investigations into illegal suite complaints, 
poorly maintained rentals and problems with short-
term vacation rentals, the City’s current rental licensing 
and permitting program needs to be expanded to 
address these issues. 

Opportunities exist to review best practices with 
other communities in an eff ort to improve public 
safety, increased revenue and aff ordable housing 
opportunities. 

NEW BUILDING REGULATIONS 
AND DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY 
IMPACTS
Increasing building permit applications and inspection 
volumes combined with changes to building regulations 
has challenged staff  and the design and development 
community, resulting in permit review delays and re-
inspections, as well as increased liability risks for some 
projects. Staff  are having to educate the development 
community and manage permits in detail to ensure 
proper closure. Staff  will continue to work on developing 
relationships with our local building community 
to increase the quality of permits applications and 
code knowledge through education workshops and 
guides. The implementation of a Home Owner (below) 
awareness program is another opportunity to assist our 
local building community to enhance the review process. 

FILE MANAGEMENT
The current fi le management system is a mix of hard 
copy storage in six locations and a fragmented digital 
fi le system. This can result in delays to fi nd and provide 
information to prospective property and business 
owners. Staff  have initiated an in-house process of 
digitizing new permit and license records in conjunction 
with improved policy and procedures in preparation for 
the City’s proposed fi le management systems update. 

REGULATORY CHANGES
Changes to provincial government regulations have 
caused some gaps in consistency and miscommunication 
between departments and within the Building and 
Licensing team. There is an opportunity to work with 
a third-party provider, and build stronger working 
relationships with other local jurisdictions along with 
streamlined and consistent processes.  

• Updated the City’s short-term rental vacation 
program to refl ect community priorities, increase 
education about how the program works, and 
provide enforcement, including contracting with a 
third party to help track vacation rentals.  

• Saved costs and time for issuing new business 
licences and renewals by updating online services 
and the MyCity self-user. 

• Addressed unlicensed cannabis retail operations 
within Penticton through enforcement , resulting in 
the closure of all non-compliant operations. 

• Expanded customer service support for proposed 
development under a pre-application review 
process. 
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Building & Licensing

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Building Department Accreditation 

To improve effi  ciency and customer service, while also reducing liability exposure, the City will 
be working with a third party to assess its policies and procedures and become accredited by the 
International Accreditation Service (IAS). With IAS Accreditation, Penticton’s Building Department will: 

• Implement best practices for public safety;

• Meet nationally recognized standards;

• Use a performance tool that helps departments proactively establish and assess goals for public 
safety, customer service, budgeting, professional development and other related functions.

• Enhance the public and professional image of building departments.

Currently the City of Kelowna is the only jurisdiction in the province to have gone through and 
been accredited to this international standard (2016).

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

2.  Implement Homeowner Permit Awareness Campaign 

To help address lack of awareness and current problems with permits and licensing 
not being applied consistently by residents, the City will develop and launch a new 
information campaign to educate homeowners about requirements. This will also 
help to reduce staff  time required to complete plan reviews and site inspections when 
permit requirements are completed correctly.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

3.  Modernize Business Licence Bylaws 

Many of the City’s existing bylaws are more than 15 years old and require updating 
to meet current legislation and refl ect business practices. Working with a regional 
peer advisory group and the City’s Economic Development team, staff  will restructure 
core bylaws and procedures for consistency and improved effi  ciency for the City and 
business owners. Staff  will work with legal counsel to prepare bylaw updates and liaise 
with other regional and provincial partners. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

4.  Expand Long-Term Residential Rental Program  

Building and Bylaw Services have seen a signifi cant increase in the number of complaints 
related to illegal rental suites and poorly maintained rental buildings and homes. It is 
estimated that there are several hundred illegal long-term rental suites, putting occupants 
at risk and  negatively impacting the quality of rental units in the city. Also there are no 
mechanisms in place to ensure apartment buildings are maintained beyond minimum 
safety standards such as exits, smoke alarm or fi re alarm systems.  Staff  would like to 
evaluate and consider the benefi ts (safety and revenues) and challenges (aff ordable 
housing) in regulating all long-term rental accommodations in Penticton. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

GOOD 
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GOOD 
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Building & Licensing

BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

BUILDING - REVENUES -1,085,000 -1,361,400 -1,185,000
Salaries and Benefi ts 636,499 650,000 744,796
Remedial Action 25,000 12,229 25,000
Permit Modernization Project 150,000 75,000 65,000
Goods and Services 30,650 36,677 44,800
NET OPERATING SURPLUS -242,851 -587,494 -305,404

› Net operating surplus is reduced in 2019 due to the Fire Services Department allocating in costs of supporting 
building inspections and the anticipation of lower building permit revenues in 2019.

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

LICENSE - REVENUES -577,500 -577,375 -588,500
Salaries and Benefi ts 122,000 125,000 151,580
Goods and Services 1,500 2,750 12,000
Bylaw Consultation 5,000 3,891 10,000
Business Licensing Modernization 
Project 100,000 50,000 70,000

NET OPERATING SURPLUS -349,000 -395,734 -344,920

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Building Operating Surplus -242,851 -587,494 -305,404
Licensing Operating Surplus -349,000 -395,734 -344,920
Total Internal Allocations In 16,500 16,900 122,000
NET OPERATING SURPLUS 
COMBINED -575,351 -966,328 -528,324

BUILDING – PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

LICENSING – PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

SUMMARY – PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET
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Bylaw Services

WHAT WE DO
Bylaw Services provides citizens with a variety of 
services related to regulatory issues, with the purpose 
of enhancing community safety and livability, and 
to be a complement to police services. We are 
committed to the delivery of professional bylaw 
education and enforcement in a timely and eff ective 
manner, and in accordance with Council direction. 

STAFFING
The Bylaw Services Department consists of seven 
full-time equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Educate and enforce municipal bylaws;

• Enhance public safety through foot, bike and 
vehicle patrols; and

• Manage behavioural and nuisance issues to 
promote a harmonious living environment.

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Completed internal process improvements – 
triaging calls for service and hiring of Bylaw Intake 
Administrator.

• Launched new deployment strategy to address 
changing priorities related to community and 
social issues, including expanded hours of service, 
downtown foot patrols and bike deployment.

• Conducted Bylaw Offi  cer job duty risk assessments 
and overall offi  cer safety procedures.  

GOOD GOVERNANCE

• Conducted a prioritization planning session 
involving community partners who helped to 
identify and prioritize bylaw services in our 
community and begin the development of a 
Community Safety Framework.

• Developed and implemented a parking strategy 
work plan.

• Implemented the ‘See Something, Say Something’ 
public safety awareness campaign. Over 20 highly 
visible signs were installed throughout the city, 
along with radio messaging. Over 160 downtown 
businesses were personally contacted with the 
awareness fl yer and stickers. Particular attention 
was drawn to the after-hours Bylaw Offi  cer phone 
number. There was a joint response between Bylaw 
Services and the RCMP to address both criminal 
and social issues, as well as respective roles and 
responsibilities. The results of this awareness 
campaign included increased bylaw calls for service 
from the public and enhanced public support.

COMMUNITY BUILDING

• Participated and engaged in action with a 
community strategy (with Interior Health, 
Downtown Penticton Association, RCMP etc.) for the 
safe disposal of sharps to support harm reduction 
eff orts. This included the installation and education/
awareness of sharps containers on City property.

• Participated in Community Active Support Table. 

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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Bylaw Services

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

DEMAND VERSUS RESOURCES
It is an ongoing challenge to reduce operating costs 
while maintaining high levels of bylaw services. 

EXPANDING SOCIAL AND  
CRIMINAL ISSUES
Drug addiction, mental health and homelessness have 
led to a myriad of social and criminal justice issues 
across the province. The recent opioid overdose crisis 
has resulted in an even more distorted understanding 
of what is socially acceptable behaviour in public 
spaces.  As a result, the role of a Bylaw Enforcement 
Offi  cer in our community has expanded well beyond 
parking/traffi  c enforcement, which puts a strain on 
resources. 

REDEFINED ROLE
Utilizing ‘Community Safety Offi  cers’ to address social 
issues, while ensuring that other bylaws that generate 
revenue are still being enforced (i.e. Traffi  c Bylaw-paid 
parking, etc.) presents a valuable opportunity that 
Bylaw Services is exploring.

LOCAL PARTNERSHIPS
We have a unique opportunity and the ability to jump 
start a community safety program, and ensure it is in 
tune with community needs and specifi c local issues. 
Bylaw Enforcement Offi  cers complement police 
services by diverting a volume of lower level nuisance 
calls for service. The Bylaw Enforcement Offi  cers’ 
presence in public spaces has aided in the deterrence 
of illicit activities while acting as the municipality’s 
public ambassadors. Over the past year, Bylaw 
Enforcement Offi  cers have received enhanced training 
and educational opportunities to be well prepared 
and equipped to do the job safely. They stay informed 
with mental health, drug addiction and homelessness 
issues our community is facing while building a stronger 
relationship with the RCMP.

The outcome is a reduction in the workload assigned 
to police services, alleviating valuable police resources 
to prioritize criminal matters, while still meeting public 
demand and ensuring the following service expectations 
are met: enhancing community safety, livability and quality 
of life.
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GOOD 
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GOOD 
GOVERNANCE
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GOOD 
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Bylaw Services

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Review and Update Role of Bylaw Offi  cers 

Modernization of the Bylaw Offi  cer role as a ‘Community Safety Offi  cer’ will be explored 
for the purpose of enhancing safety, livability, quality of life and to complement police 
services. Defensive intervention options will include researching and reviewing best 
practice across the province for enhanced offi  cer safety options, branding and improving 
standards for the safety of the community and offi  cers.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: March 2019

2.  Enhance Service Provision with Staff  Additions  

A request for two additional full-time positions, Community Safety Offi  cers, is being 
made to maintain call response times, enhanced hours of service/operation on 
evenings and weekends, and support increased calls for service and meet public 
expectations.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: March 2019

3.  Utilize Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to Improve Service 

In partnership with the Information Technology Department, we plan to use GIS mapping 
for strategic deployment purposes. Using historical calls for service data will allow us to 
determine trends in complaint locations, hot spot mapping, responses, etc. and to look 
for long-term solutions and repetitive issues.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: April 2019

4.  Implement Dog Control Service Changes   

We will develop a joint deployment strategy with general Bylaw Enforcement Offi  cers 
throughout parks, trails, beaches, etc., to proactively educate and enforce the Responsible 
Dog Owner Bylaw. In addition, we plan to develop public messaging, video and 
responsible dog owner information with the new Dog Control Offi  cer. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: April-May 2019

5.  Update Good Neighbour Bylaw    

A full review, benchmark assessment and legal review of the Good Neighbour Bylaw 
will be conducted to amend sections related to social disorder violations (panhandling, 
relieving oneself in public, etc.). A public education and awareness campaign will be 
conducted to ensure residents understand their rights and responsibilities.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

6.  Relocate Offi  ce/New Deployment   

We will relocate the Bylaw Services Department offi  ce to a new centralized downtown 
location with RCMP. The joint deployment location will allow for increased visibility and an 
enhanced relationship and response with RCMP.   

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: May-June 2019

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING
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Bylaw Services

BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

REVENUES -573,450 -498,815 -590,956
General Bylaw 270,896 305,250 319,019
Training/Support Costs 4,940 6,900 6,400
Parking meters 2,700 12,200 2,700
Equipment 24,695 18,440 18,000
Uniforms and supplies 12,000 21,750 6,500
Monthly Parking 5,900 15,427 9,050
Bylaw Enforcement Operations 300,901 300,000 458,470
TOTAL EXPENSES 622,033 679,968 820,139
Total Allocations In 15,114 16,100 28,500
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 63,697 197,253 257,684

› 2019 net operating expenses increasing due to increased bylaw offi  cer presence, increased security presence, 
and lease costs for new offi  ce space.  

BUDGET REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 
BUDGET REQUEST

CAPITAL 
BUDGET REQUEST 

Proposed two full-time 
Community Safety Offi  cer 
positions

Enables the City to maintain call response 
times, off er enhanced hours of service 
and provide weekend shift coverage. 
In addition, this will enable the City to 
meet public expectations and support 
resident engagement as a result of the See 
Something, Say Something campaign which 
saw a 1.5% increase in calls from the public.

$155,000

Relocation of Bylaw 
Services Department 
Offi  ce to new centralized 
downtown location with 
RCMP (lease of new 
location)

This will provide operational effi  ciencies 
and an increased enforcement presence in 
the downtown core.

$30,000 

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

COUNCIL DECISION REQUESTS
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Economic Development

WHAT WE DO
In Economic Development, our mandate is to 
increase the economic vitality of Penticton. To do 
this, we work with stakeholders, such as businesses 
in our community and potential investors, as well as 
with Council and City staff  to identify opportunities 
and determine how to remove barriers that aff ect 
economic growth. We follow a Five-Year Strategic 
Plan that is focused on developing a resilient and 
prosperous community for the future. 

STAFFING
The Economic Development Department consists of 
1.5 full-time equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Collect and communicate economic data and 

review the current and projected economic 
forecasts to develop programs that help 
Penticton businesses address challenges to 
business growth and retention;

• Facilitate communication amongst key 
stakeholder groups within the community; and

• Implement initiatives to meet goals set out 
in the 2018-2022 Strategic Plan and build 
Penticton’s reputation as a place to invest and 
grow a business.
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Economic Development

• Provided support for the community-led 
engagement Smart Cities Challenge process in 
order to prepare the application for submission to 
Infrastructure Canada.

• Developed a University of British Columbia 
Okanagan (UBCO) Capstone research project in 
partnership with UBCO Faculty of Management 
students to identify best practices for collecting 
and reporting community economic indicators 
from a variety of sources (a project proposed in 
the Smart Cities Challenge application).

• Hosted the inaugural FutureBiz Penticton 
Economic Outlook Forum, a half-day event that 
attracted 175 participants and was designed to 
provide Penticton residents with a comprehensive 
outlook on local, regional and international 
economics and provide insight on upcoming 
challenges. 

• Supported development of the regional application 
for funding from BC Ministry of Agriculture for an 
Okanagan Agricultural Innovation Centre.

• Took part in developing a funding application for 
Okanagan College to develop a technical access 
centre in Penticton for sustainable agri-fruit 
beverage research and innovation.

ECONOMIC VITALITY

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Completed a Business Climate Survey to inform 
strategic goals.

• Provided input into modernization of the Business 
Licensing process, developing an online application 
procedure using the existing integrated software.

GOOD GOVERNANCE

COMMUNITY BUILDING

• Completed stakeholder research to identify local 
priority areas for businesses in Penticton to focus 
economic development initiatives.  

• Issued the 2018 Start Here Okanagan magazine.

• Amalgamated the Penticton Works and Start Here 
Okanagan websites for effi  ciency and cost savings.

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

• Launched the Business Highlights Public Relations 
Strategy to increase media coverage on core 
community themes. 

• Developed a Quarterly Reporting Framework to 
bring regular updates to Council and to highlight 
key topics. As part of each report, three local 
business owners were invited to speak about their 
businesses as a way of tying the civic work to the 
community being supported.

• Developed the Penticton Economic Development 
Partnership, a formal agreement between 12 
organizations to share strategic goals and seek 
alignment where possible. 

• Launched a data portal website for businesses: 
PentictonBizToolkit.com.

• Developed a Five-Year Strategic Plan, with an 
engagement and approval process focused on fi ve 
key topics.
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Economic Development

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION TO 
HELP LOCAL BUSINESSES
Greater expectations are being placed on the City 
to provide key messaging and reporting to our 
internal and external stakeholders. In an increasingly 
competitive global landscape, it is critical that the 
Economic Development Department be forward-looking 
in developing strategies to help local businesses make 
better decisions faster by providing ready access to 
localized data and expert insights. Projections clearly 
show that the overall aging Canadian population, and 
expected massive changes in technology, will present 
both challenges and opportunities for our business 
community. Penticton’s messaging and reputation must 
be compelling in order to attract the skilled labour that 
our businesses require to grow. 

GAPS IN CITY LICENSING AND 
BUSINESS RETENTION AND 
EXPANSION
An important element of any city’s economic vitality and 
fi scal sustainability is a healthy business community 
that includes both existing active businesses plus 
opportunities for new businesses to establish. A 
strong business culture attracts new investment and 
business relocation while also maintaining a resilient 
and prosperous local economy.  By identifying 
Penticton’s strongest sectors and industry clusters, 
our department’s eff orts can be directed to create a 
recognizable brand for the City and support overall 
business growth. Retention and expansion eff orts also 
include regular two-way communication with the local 
business community to such that arising challenges and 
opportunities can be addressed quickly in such capacity 
as the City is able to off er, such as informing City 
Council and other policy makers, making connections 
to support organizations or prioritizing development of 
key support programs.

COLLABORATION ACROSS THE 
COMMUNITY
With a small departmental team, developing and 
enhancing relationships is important to set the 
scene for long-term collaboration and success in all 
community areas. Strategic partnerships off er the 
opportunity of knowledge-sharing and working towards 
common goals across the community while also 
reducing the possibility of duplication. 

ATTRACTING LABOUR AND 
BUSINESS
Attracting new businesses and investment, as well as 
necessary skilled workers, is signifi cant to Penticton’s 
economic vitality and fi scal sustainability. Skilled 
workers are needed to maintain and grow existing 
City businesses, as well as to provide staff  for new 
business ventures and business investment in the area. 
With a sharp decline in the Canadian workforce due 
to our aging population, attracting talent is becoming 
increasingly competitive, requiring a strategic approach 
to ensure Penticton is attractive to quality candidates 
who have many options. Developing Industry Clusters is 
one way to create momentum and identity for Penticton, 
which is attractive to both skilled labour and new 
business investment.

PRACTISING ORGANIZATIONAL 
EXCELLENCE
In a time where many of the conventions of economics 
and technology are experiencing rapid change, it is 
critical for the City to stay informed of the latest trends 
and opportunities. Knowledge-sharing with stakeholders 
and the business community is a good way to develop 
resilience and support strategic decision-making. The 
department can ensure that priority topics such as 
workforce availability, innovations in housing, emerging 
economies and disruptive technology are included 
in strategic planning, and key learnings are shared 
internally and externally. We aim to off er organizational 
excellence and internal alignment in strategic planning as 
a critical component of our service to the community.
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Economic Development

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Host a Business Community Forum  

Hiring and housing remain the two highest-priority concerns in our business community – a 
diffi  cult situation where businesses are struggling to fi ll positions with skilled people from outside 
our community, many of whom are challenged to fi nd aff ordable and suitable housing options 
in the Penticton area. In addition, businesses are facing increasing competition for skilled labour 
as workforce supply is aff ected by both the retiring Baby Boomer generation, and the growth of 
business in general. With employers competing further afi eld from Penticton in their recruiting, 
the Hiring and Housing Forum is an opportunity to discuss all of the key issues at a one-day event 
designed to catalyze thoughtful discussions, present innovative recruitment strategies and highlight 
ways to develop great workplace culture.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

2.  Host the 2nd Annual FutureBiz Penticton: Economic Outlook Forum  

This year’s program builds on the 2018 inaugural event, a half-day forum aimed at providing the 
business community an overview of the year just past, paired with a comprehensive economic 
outlook for the year(s) ahead from a cohort of expert speakers, analysts and economists. The 
2019 forum will expand the format to allow for breakout sessions on key topics related to priority 
industries and economic themes through partnership with local economic development partner 
organizations.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

3.  Develop an Economic Development Newsletter  

This program builds on feedback from a recent Business Climate Survey where many businesses 
requested regular information from the department be provided to them. A monthly digital 
newsletter is a common output for economic development organizations, enabling the City to 
communicate about upcoming events, resources, local statistics and news. This will be a digital-
only campaign which will be issued regularly and archived on the City’s website. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

4.  Develop a Welcome Package for New Residents and New Business Licences   

Two distinct basic welcome packages are recommended: one for new residents and a diff erent 
one for new business license holders. The intention is to create a concise document for welcoming 
someone to the business or general community and provide helpful information to assist with 
settling in quickly and successfully. The package should reduce the time that various front counter 
staff  and managers spend answering common questions as well as create a unifi ed answer to 
those questions so the whole customer service team is delivering a unifi ed response. The digital 
versions can live on a website and be downloadable or emailed out. The print packages can 
double as handouts at various events and be available at our front counters and places where 
new residents fi rst make contact with City staff  (utilities, cashiers, recreation centre, Development 
Services). Each package will encourage people to sign up for ShapeYourCity, MyCity and 
departmental newsletters.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

ECONOMIC 
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Initiatives continued on next page
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Economic Development

5.  Priority Clusters Impact and Opportunity Assessments

This program builds on the work done to identify priority focus areas – or priority clusters – for local 
businesses, along with fi ndings from the 2016 Foreign Direct Investment report. In 2019, the goal is 
to issue request for proposals for an assessment of the impacts and opportunities stemming from 
these four priority clusters:

• Manufacturing

• Technology

• Tourism

• Wine, Beer, Spirits Production

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

ECONOMIC 
VITALITY

BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Special Programs 35,500 12,500 30,000
Strategic Communication 81,000 73,000 52,000
Collaboration 17,000 12,902 10,000
Retention & Expansion 50,000 50,000 90,000
Attraction 105,000 86,000 110,000
Organizational Excellence 10,000 7,000 9,000
Salaries and benefi ts 90,000 90,000 85,000
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 388,500 331,402 386,000
Internal Allocation In 5,000 5,000 5,000
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 393,500 336,402 391,000

› Net operating expenses increasing as several projects budgeted in 2018 either came in under budget in 2018 
and a few were deferred to future years.

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET
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Land Management

WHAT WE DO
The Land Management Department administers over 
500 City properties. We are responsible for eases, 
licenses, license-to-use, and residential tenancies as 
well as negotiation of land sales and purchases. Our 
staff  ensures legal requirements are met for various 
land transactions. We draft, negotiate, attend to 
execution of land sales and register statutory right 
of ways and other various legal Land Title Offi  ce 
documents. We are also relied upon to provide legal 
research, data, and title and company searches to all 
City departments.  

STAFFING
The Land Management Department consists of 
 three full-time equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Complete and manage license-to-use and 

eases of municipal land including residential 
tenancies;

• Register right-of-ways to protect City 
infrastructure;

• Manage all City land sales purchases; and

• Administer the beach vending and mobile 
vending programs. 

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Completed a map identifying all City-owned land. 

GOOD GOVERNANCE

• Completed and implemented the Land Disposition 
and Acquisition Polices. 

• Achieved and surpassed the City’s land sales goal 
of one million dollars. 

• Strategically purchased eight properties and two 
land swap properties. 

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY
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Land Management

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

CAPACITY
The Land Management Department is faced with 
managing an ongoing multitude of daily inquiries and 
tasks from other City departments and from Council 
and citizens. These tasks and inquiries need to be done 
within a timely fashion, while ensuring we adhere to 

accuracy and quality work. The Land Management 
Department will continue to fi nd ways to improve to 
ensure that we are able to respond to the expectations 
of staff  and the community. 

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Develop a Comprehensive Land Management Strategy   

The development of a Strategic Plan and Land Management Strategy is required to determine 
priorities for the use, management, acquisition and disposition of municipal owned land.  The 
Land Management Strategy will involve City staff , GIS, community engagement and input from 
the work coming out of the Offi  cial Community Plan. This will ensure that departments within the 
City are planning ahead to determine their future land needs, and that the City is in a position to 
acquire property as needed, when needed.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

2.  Develop a Parks Master Plan for Skaha Park   

This project will commence the implementation of the recently adopted Parks and Recreation 
Master Plan.  The Master Plan process identifi ed the need to look at a master plan for Skaha Lake 
Park. In 2019 completion of the park’s planning processes will be undertaken. This will involve 
signifi cant community engagement to identify the long-term needs for  this community asset.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

3.  Establish Department Effi  ciencies  

As the Land Management Department has undergone recent restructuring, it is imperative 
that new processes and procedures are developed to help manage the multitude of inquiries 
from other City departments and externally. It is imperative that we create new processes and 
procedures to deal with the ongoing demands of the department. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

4.  Feature the Land Management Department on City Website  

The internet has undoubtedly become a huge part of our lives and many people rely it to seek 
out information. Currently the Land Management Department is not featured on the City’s 
website. Creating a presence there would allow the Land Management Department to feature 
land-related information and be more accessible to the public.   

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
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GOOD 
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Initiatives continued on next page
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Land Management

5.  Establish a Nominal Lease Policy   

The City currently has 20 not-for-profi t leases and license-to-use agreements. For most of 
these agreements the City provides the building for no fee, and the repairs, maintenance and 
daily expenses are paid for by the not-for-profi t organization. Many of these not-for-profi t 
organizations benefi t from other grants within the City. Currently the City does not have a policy 
in place to provide staff  direction for the renewal of such leases and license-to-use agreements. It 
is vital that the City has policies in place to provide staff  direction and consistency.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

REVENUES -1,286,766 -1,242,099 -1,114,398
Goods and Services 187,375 234,801 314,475
Salaries and Benefi ts 251,938 263,106 310,323
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE 439,313 497,907 624,798
Internal Allocation Out 2,500 2,500 2,500
NET OPERATING SURPLUS -844,953 -741,692 -487,100

› Decrease in net operating surplus due to Parks Master Plan and Land Management Strategy initiatives 
commencing in 2019, as well as Okanagan Hockey Group lease revenues being recorded in the South Okanagan 
Events Centre area beginning in 2019 allocation, as well as payroll costs being reallocated to operating in 2019 
from capital in 2018.

BUDGET REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 
BUDGET REQUEST

CAPITAL 
BUDGET REQUEST 

Support for the 
Skaha Park Master 
Plan

This will provide opportunities for community 
engagement to ensure the best plan is created 
for our community.

$75,000

Consulting services 
for strategic 
planning and real 
estate management

This will enable realization of the Land 
Management Strategy; required to determine 
priorities for use, management, acquisition and 
disposition of municipal owned land.

$15,000 

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

COUNCIL DECISION REQUESTS
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Planning & Land Use

WHAT WE DO
Within Planning & Land Use, we manage the long-
range land use policy for the City, with the goal of 
achieving a livable city with a high quality of life. We 
are often the fi rst point of contact for development 
in the City. We ensure that all development takes 
place in alignment with the City’s adopted bylaws 
and policies. In addition, Planning also oversees the 
community sustainability program, including climate 
action commitments.    

STAFFING
The Planning & Land Use Department consist of  
six full-time equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Process all land development applications 

including zoning and Offi  cial Community Plan 
(OCP) amendments, development permits and 
subdivision applications among others;

• Monitor development to ensure it happens in-
line with adopted policies and bylaws and is in 
the best interest of the community;

• Advise City Council and other City departments 
on land use issues;

• Monitor the City’s Climate Action commitments; 
and

• Coordinate and manage special projects as 
directed, including policy development on 
aff ordable housing, downtown revitalization and 
other issues. 

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Created a cannabis regulatory framework 
preparing the community for cannabis legalization.

• Developed an addressing and street naming policy 
and bylaw.

• Reviewed carriage house regulations and 
recommended amendments.

• Conducted research into urban deer and the 
options for Council’s consideration.

• Participated in the Regional District of Okanagan 
Similkameen Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) 
for response to the 2018 spring fl ooding.

• Continued the preparation of an updated Offi  cial 
Community Plan, anticipated to be adopted in 
early 2019.

• Conducted effi  cient processing of a high volume of 
land development applications.

• Carried out a boundary adjustment to bring 300 
acres of land into the city limits, with over 160 
acres of that land being parkland.

GOOD GOVERNANCE COMMUNITY BUILDING

Achievements continued on next page
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Planning & Land Use

• Coordinated an Aff ordable Housing Forum.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

• Maintained carbon neutral status of the City.

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN (OCP) 
IMPLEMENTATION
Coming out of the OCP update work done in 2017 
and 2018, several bylaws and policies will need to be 
written or updated based on the vision illustrated in 
the new OCP. First of these will be a need to revise the 
City’s Comprehensive Development Plan, ensuring our 
infrastructure decisions are in line with the OCP growth 
projections. 

GROWTH MANAGEMENT
Development activity in Penticton has been happening 
at near record levels for the past few years; in some 
cases, causing tension with existing residents. The 
Planning & Land Use Department is investigating new 
ways to engage with the community to ensure the 
development process is as transparent as possible and 
so that the benefi ts of development are shared among 
all citizens of the city. 

SUPPORTING THE DOWNTOWN
Downtown Penticton is the commercial centre for 
Penticton and the South Okanagan. To become a 
true employment hub, additional new offi  ce space is 
required. Staff  have heard from several fi rms that it is 
the lack of structured parking in the downtown that is 
deterring development of new offi  ce construction. The 
City has a unique opportunity to invest in parking in the 
downtown to stimulate commercial development. 

CLIMATE ACTION CHARTER 
RESPONSIBILITIES
In 2012, the City was a signatory municipality to the 
provincial Climate Action Charter, with a commitment 
to reduce overall corporate and community GHG 
(Greenhouse Gas) and GHG equivalent emissions. The 
City as a corporation has been carbon neutral since 
2016, one of only a dozen or so municipalities in B.C. 
Maintaining carbon neutrality at a corporate level will still 
be a challenge every year, but focus now needs to turn 
to community wide initiatives to reduce overall climate 
eff ecting emissions. This will begin with reporting in 
2019. 
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Planning & Land Use

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Create a Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP)   

Flowing from the direction of the new Offi  cial Community Plan, the City’s Comprehensive 
Development Plan provides a high-level overview of infrastructure needs to implement the City’s 
future land use vision. The CDP will inform and also takes direction from the individual utility 
master planning documents (transportation, sewer, storm, domestic water, parks etc.). The CDP will 
ultimately inform changes to the Development Cost Charge (DCC) program. The development of the 
CDP will be contracted out, with the Planning & Land Use Department being project lead. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: March 2020

2.  Complete a Downtown Parkade Feasibility Study   

The lack of a purpose-built parking facility in the downtown is limiting investment in 
commercial offi  ce space in the city centre. This project will look at the feasibility of the 
construction of a municipal parkade in the downtown, looking at demand, location, 
fi nancing options etc. This may lead to a capital request in 2020.   

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

3.  Develop and Implement Plan for Land Use Contract Termination   

Land use contracts are historic planning tools used in the 1970s that gave development rights 
to property owners that would normally be empowered through zoning bylaw regulations.  
According to provincial rules, as of 2024 LUC will no longer have eff ect. Local Governments 
are required to have zoning in place for all properties covered by a land use contract prior to 
termination. There are 189 individual property titles in Penticton that entered into land use 
contracts and still remain active and registered on title. This project will evaluate the impact of 
this provincial requirement and begin to work with all properties that have LUC listed on their 
titles to have them removed. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

4.  Purchase Carbon Off -sets to Retain Carbon Neutrality   

Since 2016, the City has been certifi ed by the provincial government as carbon neutral in our 
corporate operations. What this means is that as an organization we have successfully off -set 
the impacts of our corporate greenhouse gas emissions through various means. We have done 
this through a mixture of environmental initiatives including tree planting, conversion of lighting 
to LED lighting and land use protections of forested lands within the city among other items. 
Through review of available ways to off set our greenhouse gas emissions, it is anticipated that 
we will not retain our carbon neutral status without the purchase of carbon off -sets in 2019. This 
project will investigate the right off -sets to purchase.   

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
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Planning & Land Use

BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Revenues -253,000 -293,764 -278,000
CARIP Grant -48,000 -52,320 -48,000
TOTAL REVENUES -301,000 -346,084 -326,000
Goods and Services 37,800 44,085 221,975
Aff ordable Housing 15,000 6,000 2,500
Salaries and Benefi ts 623,969 624,909 663,537
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE 676,769 674,994 888,012
Internal Allocation In 5,000 5,000 0
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 380,769 333,910 562,012

› Increase in net operating expenses due to Comprehensive Development Plan and Downtown Parkade Feasibility 
Study commencing in 2019, as well as payroll costs being reallocated to operating in 2019 from capital.

BUDGET REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 
BUDGET REQUEST

CAPITAL 
BUDGET REQUEST 

Review of City’s 
Comprehensive 
Development Plan

Enables adoption of a new, comprehensive 
plan based on a realistic growth rate and urban 
development pattern for Penticton. It is an 
important component for giving direction to the 
City’s Development Cost Charge Program.

$130,000

Downtown Parkade 
Feasibility Study

The construction of a parkade could attract 
increased development in downtown of City; 
a positive move forward for the economy and 
community.

$26,000

Land Use Contract 
termination

Land Use Contracts will no longer have eff ect 
as of 2024; being proactive will enable the City 
to be prepared for this change and ensure 
timely and appropriate changes are made.

$15,000

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

COUNCIL DECISION REQUESTS
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EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE & 
PREVENTION
The City has a Fire Services Department and a 
contract with the RCMP for police services.  
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Fire Services 

WHAT WE DO
We support a safe community and enhance the 
quality of life for our citizens by responding to 
emergencies including fi res and motor vehicle 
accidents to help minimize injures and loss of life 
or damage to property. We also help prevent fi res 
and other emergencies through public education 
and inspections to ensure properties meet fi re 
regulations and other safety requirements.  

STAFFING
The Fire Services Department consists of 39 full-time 
equivalent staff  including one Fire Chief and two 
Deputy Fire Chiefs.

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Provide fi re suppression, fi re prevention 

education and fi re inspection services; 

• Provide fi rst responder medical services;

• Respond to motor vehicle accident rescues, 
water and marine emergencies, high angle and 
technical rope rescue; 

• Provide emergency scene management, 
including identifying dangerous goods and iso-
lating hazardous materials;

• Respond to airport crashes with rescue and fi re 
suppression services;

• Manage pre-emergency planning; 

• Operate a fi re services training centre, delivering 
basic to advanced fi re service training; and 

• Lead City emergency management and manage 
the Emergency Operations Centre (EOC).

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

Achievements continued on next page

• Created a 2018 Flood Response and Preparedness 
Plan to establish lessons learned and be better 
prepared in the future.

• Received the British Columbia Local Government 
FireSmart Community Protection Achievement Award.

GOOD GOVERNANCE

• Conducted a Youth Fire Academy to expose young 
people to the Fire Services as a profession. 

• Hosted the fi rst annual Wildfi re Urban Interface 
(WUI) Training Symposium in Penticton.

• Increased our public education and safety 
programs.

• Established an additional three new FireSmart 
Canada recognized neighbourhoods in Penticton: 
Riddle Road, Sendero Canyon and Spiller Drive.  

• Built Penticton Fire Services Department’s fi rst 
Structure Protection Unit and Wildland Quick 
Response Unit.

COMMUNITY BUILDING • Assisted in staffi  ng the Emergency Operations 
Centre (EOC) through the Regional District of 
Okanagan-Similkameen for the 2018 fl oods.

• Responded to and supported provincial wildfi res. 
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• Received $25,000 in EOC grant funding.

• Received grant approval for $750,000 Structural 
Flood Mitigation from Emergency Management BC.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

WILDFIRE
As wildfi res grow in scale and duration throughout 
B.C., Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) communities such 
as Penticton are increasingly being aff ected. Wildland 
fi re impacts are often described in terms of lives 
threatened, structures and homes lost or damaged, 
overall suppression costs, and damage to the natural 
resource base on which the City of Penticton relies.  

Over the past few years, we have bolstered staffi  ng 
levels to help mitigate the impact of wildfi res on our 
community and enable pre-planning and patrolling the 
WUI area in preparation for the highest wildfi re threat 
of the year. We continue to educate people living in 
these risk areas in ways they can take action to make 
their home and community FireSmart compliant and 
will continue to work with the community and provincial 
government towards an increasingly fi re adaptive 
community.

CITY GROWTH
With the dynamic growth of the City of Penticton, it 
is challenging to maintain current service levels that 
meet the needs of our growing community. Large, tall 
and highly populated buildings pose a much greater 
challenge to a fi re department with limited resources 
like Penticton. We will strive to maintain today’s service 
level to our growing community and always advocate 
for fi re safety.

TRAINING
We have developed a comprehensive training program 
and facility that we use to train our fi refi ghters to the 
highest levels recognized in our industry. We also 
open the facility to other users – including other city 
departments, regional fi re departments, RCMP and the 
B.C. provincial government.  While this facility saves the 
City money as fi refi ghters can be trained locally and 
generates funding by hosting others, it is challenging to 
deliver the volume of training required. 

• Received $66,500 in Flood Mitigation grant funding.

• Received $25,000 in Emergency Support Services 
(ESS) grant funding.

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Fire Hall Replacement   

The two City fi re halls require replacement due to the aging infrastructure, additional space 
requirements and general deterioration of the facilities.  To help reduce costs for taxpayers and 
allow for faster completion of a new fi re hall, Penticton will conduct a feasibility analysis into 
partnering with the private sector to build a new fi re hall and will need to complete an assessment 
of this option. Partnering with the private sector may manage risks associated with construction, 
fi nancing and operations related to replacing fi re halls. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

Initiatives continued on next page
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2.  Hazardous Materials Response Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy    

To help improve response to risks stemming from hazardous materials in the community, 
Penticton Fire Services Department will complete an internal risk assessment to evaluate the 
City’s response to hazardous materials spills, leaks or other catastrophic hazardous materials 
incidents and develop a business case for potential solutions and ways to implement them.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

3.  Develop Pre-incident Plans for Wildfi re in Penticton    

Fire crews have patrolled the Wildland Urban Interface areas over the last two summers, 
conducting pre-incident data analysis. In 2019, the goal is to develop a comprehensive pre-plan 
for wildfi res in Penticton. If disaster strikes, this plan will be provided electronically to fi re crews 
coming from out of area, so they can feel comfortable with all elements that aff ect wildfi re 
operations.  

The plan and map will look much like a Google Earth fi le, with detailed information required to 
fi ght a wildfi re disaster in the Penticton area. In the plan, the City is divided into various areas 
to make attempting to control either a fi re threat or actual fi re more manageable. Residences 
that have combustible and non-combustible roofs will be identifi ed as will alternate water 
supplies in the event our power supply goes down. Key information such as staging areas, 
identifi ed GPS coordinates and civic addresses as well as access and egress routes will also be 
elements of this plan.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

4.  FireSmart - Wildland Urban Interface    

The Strategic Wildfi re Prevention Initiative has transitioned to a new Community Resiliency 
Investment (CRI) Program, which will be informed by the recommendations of the recent 
BC Flood and Wildfi re Review and other after-action reviews. The CRI is currently under 
development and will contain two funding categories: (1) Community Funding and Supports and 
(2) Landscape Level Priorities. 

Community Funding and Supports is dedicated funding for First Nations and Local Governments 
to participate in prevention activities, including on public and private land. Landscape Level 
Priorities is targeted towards funding fuel treatments on Crown land and is focused on high-
value assets.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

5.  Complete the City’s Flood Risk Assessment and Build a 
     Flood Mitigation Plan    

The City applied for a Flood Risk Assessment grant in 2017 for the fi rst phase of the project. This 
part of the project was completed in late 2018. The second phase of this project is developing a 
Flood Mitigation Plan. A grant funding application to cover 100% of the costs was made in early 
2019, with the project expected to be completed by the end of the year.

The $900,000 Ellis Creek Structural Flood Mitigation project will start in 2019 and is expected to 
complete in 2020. This project has received approved funding of $750,000 to cover the majority of 
the project cost.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

Initiatives continued on next page

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE
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6.  Establish a Business Continuity Plan for the City    

There’s a real risk that the regular delivery of City services may be interrupted if its facilities, staff  or 
systems are impacted by a natural or manmade disaster. By establishing a business continuity plan, 
the City can identify and prioritize its services to ensure City operations can be returned to normal, 
based on the needs of the community.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Operational Costs 408,127 367,344 320,275
Amortization 46,250 46,250 46,250
Salaries and Benefi ts 5,130,137 5,430,633 5,535,940
Training 43,798 44,385 63,164
Recoveries -621,985 -790,765 -600,985
Total Internal Allocation In 300,947 343,023 512,100
Total Internal Allocation Out 0 0 -100,000
NET OPERATIONS 5,307,274 5,440,871 5,776,744

› 2019 net operating expenses increasing due to facilities area allocating in expenses for operating fi re halls, and 
increases in contractual labour obligations.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION BUDGET

Protective Clothing 80,500
Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus Equipment Replacement 310,000
Various Equipment Replacement & Audio Visual 52,000
TOTAL 442,500

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET
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RCMP

WHAT WE DO
Our mission as Penticton RCMP service is to serve 
and protect the community, and work in partnership 
with the community to deliver a responsive and 
progressive police service.  We promote respect 
for rights and freedoms, the law and democratic 
traditions, and we treat all people equally and with 
respect in accordance with our core values.

STAFFING
The Penticton RCMP consists of 46 offi  cers and 25 
full-time equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Execute general duty policing 24 hrs per day 7 

days per week;

• Conduct serious crime investigations;

• Engage in management and interdiction of 
prolifi c off enders;

• Undertake forensic identifi cation services;

• Manage police dog services;

• Conduct traffi  c enforcement;

• Engage in community policing programming;

• Develop and implement strategic planning and 
reporting; and

• Serve as headquarters to the South Okanagan 
RCMP detachments of Summerland, Oliver, 
Osoyoos, Keremeos and Princeton.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Five guiding principles underlie this plan, and the 
work that our employees undertake every day, as we 
serve Penticton:

1. Adapt to Emerging Trends – Plan and prepare 
for new and emerging issues, crime trends and 
legislation that may impact the way our services 
are delivered in the future.

2. Engage Our Communities – More 
accountable policing and the promotion of 
safer communities - to engage, listen and 
be responsive to all communities, and off er 
opportunities for people to connect with us. 

3. Equity, Diversity and Inclusion – Support 
and foster a healthy and respectful work 
environment, and ensure our programs and 
services are responsive to the needs of the 
communities we serve.  

4. Innovation and Transformative Change – 
Innovate and adapt to lead transformative 
change to improve services, streamline and 
enhance internal processes and resources, with 
greater cost eff ectiveness.

5. Leverage Partnerships and Collaboration – 
Continue to contribute and work closely with 
our federal, provincial and municipal partners, 
local community organizations and service 
providers, and other stakeholders, to provide 
eff ective and effi  cient services.
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2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Reduced violent crime and direct property crime 
such as residential break and enters through 
signifi cant eff orts by the Targeted Enforcement 
Unit on prolifi c off enders. 

• Created a Community Safety Enforcement Team 
by realigning resources to provide Community 
Response Offi  cers for traffi  c enforcement, mental 
health liaison and youth programs to address 
community issues. 

• Developed and implemented proactive 
community engagement opportunities by holding 
a community forum in Penticton to better 
understand community issues and interests.  In 
addition, monthly Coff ee with a Cop was initiated 
to provide citizens with the opportunity to interact 
with RCMP members.  

• Initiated a Penticton RCMP Twitter account.  

• Initiated enhanced patrols for increased visibility 
and enforcement in the downtown and tourist 
areas. We deployed ATVs, bikes and UTV to 
increase our ability to target hotspots all over the 
community.

COMMUNITY BUILDING

• Continued to strengthen the statistics and 
analytical approach for crime reporting and 
analysis in order to forecast, anticipate and 
allocate resources to crime patterns within the 
region. The majority of crime is committed by a 
small percentage of the population who are very 
mobile.  ComStat allows police to target active 
criminals throughout the region.

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

• Obtained a $50,000 grant to create the Community 
Active Support Table (CAST), which is a multi-
disciplinary team made up of RCMP, Bylaw 
Services, Probation, Mental Health, Interior Health, 
BC Housing, South Okanagan Women In Need 
Society (SOWIN), Okanagan Friendship Center, 
School District 67, Pathways and many others.  
CAST meets weekly to identify individuals with 
acute risk factors and then creates intervention 
teams to support them before they become a risk 
to our community. 

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

PERCEPTIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES 
AND THE LAW
Police are guided by Canadian statutes and the Charter 
of Rights and Freedoms. Public perceptions of the role 
of police and Crown Counsel should be managed in 
terms of realistic expectations. Preventable crimes fall 
to all residents of Penticton to be active in security and 
to look out for each other through programs such as 
Block Watch and Lock Out Auto Crime.  

MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTIONS
An increasing burden due to social disorder is evident 
in the increased call load on the Penticton RCMP 
Detachment. Although it can be argued that this falls 
to the police, it is more accurate to state these issues 
should fall to a collective of local government and social 
agencies working in collaboration with the police.  The 
mental health picture in this community is growing in 
complexity, emphasizing the need for a model such as 
the Community Active Support Table (CAST).

ROAD SAFETY
Despite educational and engagement programs, driving 
behaviours on our streets continue to be a leading cause 
of injury and property damage in our community. 

INCREASING COSTS
The costs to deliver policing services continue to increase 
due to technological, legislative and societal changes. 
While some of the increased cost is due to infl ation 
there are also growing expectations of improved and 
enhanced services. The RCMP needs to continue to 
explore innovative ways to deliver policing services, 
such as working with other local agencies, continuing 
evaluating and streamlining processes and ensuring 
the delivery of services in the most effi  cient and cost-
eff ective manner.

PROGRESSIVE NATURE OF SERVICE 
DELIVERY
Technology touches every aspect of our lives today. The 
same holds true for the RCMP as technology plays an 
integral part in the delivery of services to citizens and 
requires ongoing training and increased familiarity with 
diff erent platforms and software.
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2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Reduce Crime Related to Drug Use     
We plan to reduce the impact of prolifi c off enders in our community by creating a drug task force, 
improving our crown court submissions for prolifi c off enders and targeting violent off enders. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

2.  Increase Transparency and Accessibility to Police     
Through a community forum and open house, the introduction of a Community Response Offi  cer 
for youth, implementing standing patrols in hot spots and redeploying CSET to the downtown 
location, we plan to focus on community engagement as a means to support our mission.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

3.  CAST - Increase Awareness and Expand to South Okanagan    
The Community Active Support Table was well received in 2018 completing 27 situations that 
were collaboratively addressed within our community.  All 22 community partners are committed 
and actively looking for solutions to assist with the mental health and addiction challenges we 
are facing.  Our goal in 2019 is to expand CAST within the South Okanagan.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: November 2019

4.  Increase Road Safety    
We continue to be challenged by the increase in poor driving behaviours so we will have an 
increased focus on enforcement initiatives incorporated in all aspects of operations in the 
coming year. These will include a road safety blitz, targeting of repeat off enders of impaired 
driving in partnership with South Okanagan Traffi  c Services and expanded speed enforcement 
initiatives.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

5.  Ensure Accountability and Financial Transparency     
The RCMP will manage and administer its fi nancial and human resources in an effi  cient and eff ective 
manner that supports the public’s need for transparency and accountability. We are particularly 
focused on clear fi nancial reporting, accountability and consultation. To meet this goal E Division 
plans to make a Council presentation on contract costs, and we plan to invite the Mayor and Council 
to tour the RCMP Depot in Regina.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

6.  Conduct Organizational Reviews      
The RCMP strives to build and promote a culture of organizational excellence. Recognizing the 
importance of adequately staffi  ng our organization with skilled and engaged employees, we make 
every eff ort to maintain a healthy and respectful workplace, and to provide employees with the tools 
and resources they need to fulfi ll their potential to provide the best possible service to the public. 
With this in mind we will conduct reviews of support services and detachment space utilization, 
expand our ComStat reporting and expand our regular employee recognition eff orts.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING
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BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Salaries & Benefi ts 1,787,864 1,696,932 1,763,419
Community Policing 63,060 79,634 77,250
Cell Block Operating 38,714 36,600 38,100
Policing Agreement 7,413,760 7,065,797 7,737,010
Internal Allocation In 13,576 12,500 287,400
Recoveries -518,730 -542,995 -501,029
TOTAL 8,798,244 8,348,467 9,402,150

› Increase in net operating expenses due to the addition of a new offi  cer, contractual labour increases, allocation 
in of expenses from facilities for operating costs of the RCMP building, the allocation in of expenses from the 
fi nance area for debt servicing costs, and offi  cer vacancies in 2018.

BUDGET REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 
BUDGET REQUEST

CAPITAL 
BUDGET REQUEST 

Add one RCMP 
Offi  cer per year 

2018 - 2022

A fi ve-year plan to increase one RCMP Offi  cer per 
year was endorsed in principal in 2017.  This is 
required to maintain pace with population growth, 
demographic and societal needs as well as enhance 
operational effi  ciency.  Members anticipated to 
improve service levels in Downtown and Drug 
enforcement, Forensic Identifi cation, Youth & 
Mental Health as well as Investigative services. The 
net benefi t is reduced overtime costs.

$150,000

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

COUNCIL DECISION REQUEST
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FINANCIAL 
SERVICES
The Financial Services Division includes the 
following departments:

ACCOUNTING 

BUDGET

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY & GEOGRAPHIC 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS (IT/GIS) 

PROCUREMENT & INVENTORY SERVICES 

REVENUE & COLLECTIONS
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Financial Services 
Including Accounting and Budget

WHAT WE DO
In Financial Services, we are responsible for the 
fi nancial administration of the City and the delivery 
of innovative information technology services. The 
Financial Services Division includes Accounting, 
Budget, Revenue & Collections, Procurement & 
Inventory Services and Information Technology/
Geographic Information Systems. 

This business plan contains the activities for the Chief 
Financial Offi  cer’s Offi  ce, Accounting and Budget 
Departments. Separate business plans follow for 
Revenue & Collections, Procurement & Inventory 
Services, and IT/GIS. 

STAFFING
The Finance Division consists of 34 full-time equivalent 
staff , including the Chief Financial Offi  cer and seven 
Managers and Supervisors.

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Provide overall fi nancial leadership to the City 

and fi nancial advice to City Council;

• Lead the development of the City’s fi ve-year 
fi nancial plan and ensure compliance with the 
City’s budget; 

• Ensure eff ective stewardship and control over 
the City’s assets; 

• Maintain eff ective accounting records and 
prepare annual fi nancial statements for the City;

• Provide innovative and secure information 
technology services throughout the City and 
online services to the community; 

• Collect revenues owed to the City including 
utility billing;

• Procure goods and services for the City cost 
eff ectively; 

• Administer the Municipal Grant Program; 

• Administer risk management and insurance for 
the City; and

• Coordinate business planning and reporting. 

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Re-established the City Risk Management 
Committee, which has resulted in the development 
of a draft Risk Management Framework and Policy 
that will be brought forward for Council approval 
in 2019. 

GOOD GOVERNANCE

Achievements continued on next page

• Formalized the City’s claims handling process 
to ensure a clear, understandable and effi  cient 
approach is being followed on claims raised 
against the City. 

• Refi ned the Municipal Grant Program, including 
updating the Municipal Grants Policy and 
implementation of grant management software.

• Prepared response claims for emergency events.
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• Co-led the Smart City Challenge Application 
that resulted in greater collaboration between 
the City and business community in identifying 
and exploring issues facing the community and 
innovative solutions to address these issues.

• Renegotiated the triathlon agreement with MB 
Events for the fi nal two years of the original fi ve-
year agreement. 

ECONOMIC VITALITY

• Continued to strengthen the policy-based 
approach for City fi nancial administration 
by conducting a fi nancial policy review and 
establishing two critical City policies – the Year End 
Surplus Policy and a Financial Management Policy.

• Continued further implementation of the Capital 
Prioritization Framework to provide greater 
rationale and a consistent and visible approach to 
making capital project decisions. 

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY
Community members have increasing expectations 
for transparency related to how the City proposes 
to achieve Council’s priorities and how tax dollars 
are being spent. There is an opportunity to improve 
transparency by continuing to strengthen the City’s 
integrated planning and reporting practices. This 
includes the development of the City’s business plan 
for Council and the community, and provide progress 
reports to Council throughout the year on achievement 
of these goals. 

FINANCIAL TRANSPARENCY
Along with greater public accountability comes the 
expectation that fi nancial information will be readily 
available to citizens, with details on how City funds 
are being spent and assurance that services are being 
delivered in a cost-eff ective manner. The opportunity 
exists for the City to continue to enhance its existing 
annual public fi nancial reports, including the fi nancial 
plan and statements, and also provide additional 
fi nancial reports by establishing quarterly fi nancial 
reporting to Council.

INCREASING COSTS
The costs to deliver City services continue to increase. 
While some of this is due to infl ation, there are also 
growing expectations for improved and enhanced 
services such as online services and the use of 
geographic information systems (GIS) for citizens 
to interact with the City and also receive real-time 
information on demand. The City needs to continue to 
explore innovative ways to deliver City services, such 
as working with other local agencies, evaluating and 
streamlining its business processes and ensuring the 
delivery of City services are provided in the most effi  cient 
and cost-eff ective manner. 

MAXIMIZING ALL REVENUE 
SOURCES
With City costs continuing to rise, taxpayers should not 
be expected to absorb more than non-discretionary 
increases. Other revenue sources need to be explored. 
Exploring opportunities for non-taxation revenue 
includes examining all the City’s user fees and charges 
to ensure they either recover the cost to deliver 
services or there is a clear understanding of level of 
subsidization that is being provided. The City is also 
exploring opportunities for grants from senior levels of 
government to support projects and new initiatives. 

Challenges and Opportunities 
continued on next page
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RISK MANAGEMENT
With the growing complexity of City operations, the City 
is faced with numerous risks that create uncertainty and 
could limit the City’s ability to achieve its goals. The City 
needs to create a culture of risk management within the 
organization to help staff  be more aware of their risks 
and to take steps to manage and mitigate those risks. 
This will ensure the City can continue to deliver services 
to its citizens in a successful manner. 

UNPREDICTABLE INFORMATION 
REQUESTS 
Numerous information requests can have a signifi cant 
impact on staff  time.  Proactive disclosure and public 
education of the City’s fi nances should help increase 
effi  ciencies in preparing Freedom of Information (FOI) 
requests and minimize the number of reactive requests.

PERVASIVE NATURE OF 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Technology touches every aspect of our lives today. 
The same holds true for the City as technology plays 
an integral part in the delivery of services to citizens. It 
is critical that the City takes a deliberate and strategic 
approach to deploy technology in a reliable, cost-
eff ective and secure manner to maximize the delivery 
of services to it citizens. 

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Establish a Risk Management Framework and Policy    

The increasingly complex business environment faced by the City creates risks that cause 
uncertainty in terms of the City’s ability to achieve its business goals and Council’s priorities. Creating 
a clear framework and a City Council approved policy will provide clear, consistent and formalized 
direction in how the City will identify, evaluate and mitigate or manage risks that arise throughout all 
City operations.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

2.  Implement Integrated Business Planning and Financial Reporting to Council     

Now that formalized department business planning is underway, the City also needs to report 
its progress towards goals and its fi nancial results to City Council and the public. This goal will 
establish a quarterly report process that will be brought to City Council to demonstrate progress 
on its business plan goals and the fi nancial resources used to achieve these results.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

3. Establish a Formalized Grant-seeking Framework     

To help ensure the City maximizes opportunities for grant funding off ered by senior levels of 
government, the goal is to establish a Grant-seeking Framework to identify grants that become 
available that align with the priorities and key projects for the City to ensure the City secures 
grants wherever possible.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

Initiatives continued on next page
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4.  Policy Updates and Development    

Staff  have identifi ed the need to update fi nancial policies and develop a formal Reserve Policy to 
provide guidance and direction for the development, maintenance, and the use of City’s reserve and 
funds. The City is also continuing to refi ne and amend its Municipal Grant Policy and process, which 
provides funding support to many community organizations, to ensure this process is eff ective for 
both applicants and the City. This includes a review of the cash versus in-kind request process to 
establish a set practice in distinguishing what requests fall under these categories. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

5.  Develop a Long-term Revenue Model      

As part of ensuring the City is applying a long-term, fi scally sustainable approach to its fi nancial 
management, and to address continuous increases in costs while limiting impact on taxpayers, 
the City needs to explore alternate revenue options beyond taxes. By developing a Long-term 
Revenue Model, the City will have a framework to identify opportunities and guide decisions.   

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

REVENUE -2,380,000 -1,858,533 -2,380,000
Goods and Services 303,900 281,423 342,615
Insurance 566,900 1,147,712 710,000
Interest and fees 22,695 43,050 42,700
Debt Interest 2,809,877 2,817,853 1,817,916
Debt Principal 2,982,421 2,982,421 2,333,054
Foreign Exchange 10,000 0 10,000
Operating Provision 315,000 0 315,000
Salaries and Benefi ts 949,172 984,697 970,107
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE 7,959,965 8,257,156 6,541,393
Internal Allocation In 2,658 2,658 2,702
Internal Allocation Out -2,222,805 -2,195,820 -2,611,257
Debt Principal -1,985,241 -1,985,241 -1,365,859
NET OPERATING (SURPLUS)/EXPENSE 1,374,577 2,220,220 186,978

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET
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KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

› The Financial Services Division is seeing a signifi cant drop in net operating expenses due to decreased debt 
servicing expenses for South Okanagan Events Centre, and the allocating out of debt servicing expenses to 
other areas. In addition, casino revenue was adversely aff ected by a strike in 2018, and staff  expect that this 
will normalize in 2019. Lastly, insurance claims were higher than anticipated in 2018, and the 2019 budget is 
signifi cantly lower as staff  has based the 2019 budget on historical trends.

2019 BUDGET – REVENUE

REVENUE 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Casino - HFAA -2,000,000 -1,450,000 -2,000,000
Traffi  c Fine Revenue Sharing -380,000 -385,881 -380,000
Sub-total -2,380,000 -1,835,881 -2,380,000
Transfers to other Governments 200,000 145,000 200,000
TOTAL -2,180,000 -1,690,881 -2,180,000
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Information Technology & 
Geographic Information Systems

WHAT WE DO
In the Information Technology/Geographic 
Information Systems (IT/GIS) Department, we 
manage the City’s technology hardware and software 
infrastructure, enabling departments to deliver 
timely, effi  cient services to residents and customers. 
We provide IT services and support to more 
than 400 users in City departments and affi  liated 
organizations, including Spectra Venue Management, 
Okanagan Hockey Group, Penticton Vees, Interior 
Health Authority, RCMP and Tourism Penticton. 
These users are spread across 16 buildings and 
connected through a City-owned fi bre optic network. 

STAFFING
The IT/GIS Department consists of 10 full-time 
equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Support City departments and other affi  liated 

organizations with their daily use of IT services 
through top-notch customer service;

• Provide new and enhanced technology solutions 
that are cost-eff ective and focused on improving 
process and creating effi  ciency;

• Provide a secure and stable technology 
infrastructure to deliver reliable IT services; and 

• Off er guidance and advice on the best use of 
current and future technologies. 

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Implemented the GIS Strategic Plan for continued 
development and sustainability of this key 
municipal information system that supports our 
operations through data analysis and visual access 
to location-based information.

• Planned the renewal of the IT server and data 
storage infrastructure to continue delivering 
reliable IT services.

• Adopted an IT and GIS governance process with 
best practices to better align these technology 
services with organizational goals and objectives.

GOOD GOVERNANCE

• Continued the centralization of facility video 
surveillance and building access control systems 
to improve effi  ciency and secure management of 
these facilities.

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

• Supported the 2018 municipal election.

• Received the 2018 Award of Excellence for 
outstanding achievement in GIS from ESRI Canada 
in recognition of the implementation of our Roads 
and Highways GIS project.
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IT / GIS

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

INCREASING DEMAND FOR IT 
SERVICES AND SUPPORT
As City departments continue to embrace technology 
and consider ways of using it more in their day-to-day 
work to create effi  ciencies, and save time and money, 
there is increased demand for IT services to enable 
and support these initiatives. The newly developed IT 
governance structure will help keep IT focused on the 
projects that are most important to the organization.

BALANCING WORKLOAD
IT staff  are challenged by trying to balance the day-to-
day support and administration of existing IT services 
with new IT project work that moves the organization 
forward towards its goals. Implementing best practices 
to streamline daily operations will assist with balancing 
the work to make both responsibilities achievable. 

KEEPING THE CITY’S NETWORK 
SECURE
Increased use of technology and connected services 
adds to an ever-increasing cyber security risk. We reduce 
risks by following best practices, staying informed of the 
latest threats, implementing new tools and regularly 
auditing the current environment. 
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IT / GIS

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Continued Implementation of IT Governance    

Aligning IT’s work with the strategic and operational goals of the organization is our number 
one goal. Not only do we provide daily support and delivery of IT services, we work closely with 
the organization to solve business problems, reduce risks and realize returns. As part of an IT 
governance structure created in 2018, we’ve created an oversight committee that sets the direction 
and helps the department align its available capacity with the organizational priorities.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

2.  Continued Implementation of IT Service Management (ITSM)     

Information Technology Service Management is the practice of adopting best practices in 
the areas of people, processes, and technology to deliver IT services and support to internal 
customers as effi  ciently as possible.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

3. Core IT Network Refresh and Redesign     

Redesigning and refreshing the core IT networking infrastructure will better support the delivery 
of reliable, secure and cost-eff ective IT services.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

4.  Develop a High-level Disaster Recovery Plan    

With so much of the organization relying on digital technologies to communicate and operate, 
making sure that that our information systems and infrastructure are available, even in the event 
of an emergency, has never been more important. A Disaster Recovery Plan is an analysis of the 
impact, risks and recovery strategies that will help to determine the procedures to ensure the City is 
able to get IT services back up and running as quickly as possible in the event of a disaster.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

5.  Data Migration of Parks, Facilities and Parking Information     

Moving parks, facilities and parking information into the GIS system will enable staff  to make 
decisions based off  the most up-to-date information for these assets in the community. The City 
has already been successful at receiving grants for the parks and facilities projects.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

6. Development of an Open Data Policy and Public Open Data Portal     

Publicly accessible data can support research, innovation, product development and decision-
making, which means there is an exciting opportunity to be able to open up City data through an 
easy-to-use web portal. The goal is to create a policy to support our open data initiative, followed 
by developing a web portal for the public to access the information. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: April 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING
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IT / GIS

BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Goods and Services 1,191,862 1,167,036 1,569,697
Equipment Amortization 213,855 213,855 213,700
Salaries and Benefi ts 822,664 794,500 807,500
Recoveries -62,202 -73,836 -57,370
Internal Allocation In 5,500 5,500 5,500
Internal Allocation Out -92,228 -100,935 -390,027
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 2,079,452 2,006,120 2,149,000

› Net operating costs are increasing in 2019, primarily due to increased GIS initiatives and the development of a 
new City website.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION BUDGET

Hardware 320,000
Infrastructure 165,000
Software 100,000
Geographic Information System 196,014
Service Management Implementation 75,000
IT Capital - SOEC/PTCC 75,000
TOTAL 931,014

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET
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Procurement & Inventory Services

WHAT WE DO
In Procurement & Inventory Services we assist 
departments with purchasing products and services 
to support City operations. We establish policies and 
procedures to ensure a competitive process that 
enables the City to get the best value, and we provide 
assurance of fair treatment for all businesses who 
work with the City. We also manage the inventory of a 
wide variety of products used by City departments to 
ensure products are readily available when required. 

STAFFING
The Procurement & Inventory Services Department 
consists of six full-time equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Ensure that all purchases follow an established 

competitive process, including coordinating 
requests for proposals and bids for contracts; 

• Ensure that the purchasing process is fair, open 
and transparent;

• Manage the City inventory to deliver consistent 
and effi  cient service; and

• Dispose of City assets when they have reached 
the end of their life cycle or are obsolete.

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Continued planning and resourcing a bar 
coding system for inventory with anticipated 
implementation in 2019. 

• Standardized requests for proposal (RFP) and 
contract documents in collaboration with the 
Okanagan Valley Purchasing Managers. The 
documents are designed to provide ease and 
consistency across the Okanagan Valley for 
businesses to work with local governments.  

• Drafted an updated Procurement Policy to align 
with the Auditor General for Local Government 
recommendations, increase spending authority 
and align with Okanagan Valley purchasing 
policies.  The amended policy will be presented to 
the Council in 2019. 

GOOD GOVERNANCE

Achievements continued on next page

• Organized and labelled warehouse inventory 
and removed overfl ow items from the fl oor and 
heavy items from top shelves. The organization 
creates consolidation of inventory, safe access in 
the aisles and easier identifi cation of items to be 
issued from inventory.

• Identifi ed areas for improvement to service levels 
and improved effi  ciencies in the department 
through an audit. This included identifying the 
opportunity to streamline the process for issuing 
purchase orders. 

• Implemented a new process for issuing purchase 
orders, resulting in an estimated time saving of 
8.5 days per calendar year. 

• Implemented a new procedure to post bid results 
on the City’s website, eliminating the need to send 
out more than 300 non-award letters per year. 
This has resulted in an estimated time saving of 
3.8 days per calendar year. 
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Procurement & Inventory Services

• Sold recycled pavers from the 300 block of Main 
Street revitalization project, generating $8,770, 
which was donated to the South Okanagan 
Similkameen Medical Foundation for the Patient 
Care Tower hospital expansion project. 

ECONOMIC VITALITY • Implemented the Bonfi re online procurement 
portal, which enables vendors to be notifi ed of 
and electronically respond to the City’s bidding 
opportunities.  The program has been well received 
from the supplier community.  Submissions are 
electronically evaluated, requiring evaluators to 
provide comments justifying scores.  A consensus 
score from all evaluators is provided identifying the 
vendor with the highest score or lowest price.  

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

SPRING FLOOD
The 2018 spring fl ood events increased the 
Procurement staff  workload when the City Yards 
became the holding area for sandbags used by the City 
and the Regional District of Okanagan-Similkameen.  
The opportunity exists to work more closely with 
the Regional District to improve communication for 
enhanced effi  ciencies for all agencies involved.

INCREASED ELECTRICAL INVENTORY
Expansion of the Penticton Regional Hospital and 
development of two major subdivisions along with 
advancing technology resulted in a substantial increase 
of electrical inventory requirements.  The opportunity 
exists for improved inter-departmental communications 
and collaboration to consider and minimize impacts on 
other departments.  

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Implement Bar Coding System    

Working with the IT/GIS Department, this initiative involves implementing a bar coding system 
for the City’s inventory. Use of bar codes greatly reduces the possibility of human error, is faster 
than manually entering data and ensures inventory is identifi ed for re-ordering to replenish 
stock as required.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

2.  Amend Purchasing Policy      

The Purchasing Policy will be amended to maintain effi  cient and compliant procurement and 
best practices and to provide clarity on procedures and authorizations.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: March 2019

3. Research and Implement a Contract Management System 

A contract management system uses an information technology program to track contracts and 
provide a quick and convenient method of retrieving and reviewing contracts. This will establish 
and enhance contract management practices.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: March 2020

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE
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COUNCIL DECISION REQUEST

Procurement & Inventory Services

BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Goods and Services 94,068 85,070 76,600
Forklift Amortization 3,250 3,250 3,250
Salaries and Benefi ts 427,037 394,550 496,107
Internal Allocation In 11,200 18,500 60,700
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 535,555 501,370 636,657

› Net operating expenses are increasing in 2019 due to having the Assistant Procurement Manager for a full 
year (the position was hired in the fall of 2018) and the proposed implementation of the Contract Management 
System software.    

BUDGET REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 
BUDGET REQUEST

CAPITAL 
BUDGET REQUEST 

Research, purchase and 
implement a Contract 
Management System

Will provide effi  ciencies and enhance 
contract management practices

$30,000

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019
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Revenue & Collections

WHAT WE DO
In Revenue & Collections, we are responsible for 
billing and collecting a variety of service fees and 
taxes. These include fees for the City’s electricity, 
water and sewage as well as property taxes. We also 
provide collection services on behalf of a number of 
external organizations as their taxes are included in 
our property tax notices. 

STAFFING
The Revenue & Collections Department consists of 
nine full-time equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Manage the billing and collection of the City’s 

electric, water, and sewer utility services;

• Manage the billing and collection of property 
taxes, including those for the School District, the 
Regional District of Okanagan-Similkameen, the 
Okanagan-Similkameen Hospital District, the 
Municipal Finance Authority and BC Assessment;

• Manage the billing and collection of the City’s 
dog licencing program;

• Provide customer service for incoming 
inquiries, payments and applications for City 
services through telephone, email or in-person 
communication;

• Administer the collection of overdue accounts 
such as business licencing and municipal tickets;

• Develop the annual general municipal property 
tax rates for fair collection of taxes across the 
City’s property classes, in accordance with 
direction from Council;

• Report to senior levels of government and other 
taxing authorities regarding property taxation, 
provincial Home Owner Grant applications, and 
the provincial Property Tax Deferral program;

• Administer the City’s Permissive Tax Exemption 
program, which may allow eligible properties 
to be exempted from property taxation for a 
specifi ed period of time, in accordance with 
direction from Council; and

• Perform the annual Municipal Tax Sale in 
accordance with the Local Government Act.

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Adopted and implemented a new Property Tax 
Policy that distributes taxes more equitably across 
the various classes. 

• Improved the Revenue & Collections public web 
pages and enhanced service delivery, which 
reduced processing times and costs. 

• Enhanced utility bill design to increase information 
provided and readability to ensure City services are 
customer focused, sustainable and eff ective.

GOOD GOVERNANCE • Provided training to front-line staff  for interacting 
with the public and understanding mental health 
challenges.

• Formalized the equal payment plan program 
in Utilities to help customers balance their 
payments throughout the year.

COMMUNITY BUILDING
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Revenue & Collections

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

MAXIMIZING STAFF RESOURCES 
TO INCREASE SERVICE WITHOUT 
ADDING STAFF
While increased housing in Penticton results in 
increased revenue opportunities for the City through 
taxes and other fees, it also increases the amount of 
work required by Revenue & Collections staff . The 
department is exploring self-service options to provide 
timely service to residents without adding staff . 

STAFF TURNOVER BRINGS A 
VARIETY OF IMPACTS
Many of the staff  in the department have less than fi ve 
years’ experience in their current roles due to recent 
staff  retirements. 

While the loss of historical knowledge is a challenge, 
we’ve found employees new to their roles are more likely 
to question processes and identify non-value-added 
activities.  

SUPPORTING OTHER DEPARTMENTS 
OFFERS COMMUNICATION 
OPPORTUNITIES
Changes made in other departments sometimes create 
additional work for Revenue & Collections, especially 
when those changes impact the general public or require 
a change in billing for a service. The additional work 
presents an opportunity to increase communication 
between divisions.

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Update the Permissive Tax Exemption Policy    

Revenue & Collections will prepare an updated policy covering online applications and incorporating 
the best practices of peer municipalities. We hope to receive Council endorsement to implement 
updates for a more effi  cient application process as well as a balanced and sustainable approach to 
granting permissive tax exemptions for future years. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: April 2019

2.  Deliver the 2019 Tax Rate Bylaw to Council       

The annual Tax Rate Bylaw will be delivered to Council, with an emphasis on reviewing current 
tax ratios to continue striving for an equitable distribution of property taxes amongst the classes.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: May 2019

3. Implement Enhanced Online Payments Options 

Although the City currently accepts online payments for a number of services, these 
enhancements will allow credit card payments for utility fees.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY
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Revenue & Collections

BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

REVENUE -142,800 -147,900 -148,000
Goods and Services 245,500 239,319 256,550
Salaries and Benefi ts 697,300 697,300 709,637
Internal Allocation In 9,337 9,337 9,513
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 809,337 798,056 827,700

› Net operating expenses are modestly increasing due to contractual labour increases and an increase in postage 
expenses. 

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019



INFRASTRUCTURE
The Infrastructure Division includes the: 

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

ELECTRIC UTILITY
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Infrastructure

WHAT WE DO
The Infrastructure Division is responsible for 
overseeing many of the City’s operations that 
enable our residents to go about their daily life. 
We plan, design, construct, operate and maintain 
road and pedestrian networks, provide for clean 
drinking water and sewer management, support 
electrical services and oversee contracts for 
services like garbage and recycling and transit. Our 
division consists of the Electric Utility, Engineering 
Department and the Public Works Department.

STAFFING
The Infrastructure Division consists of 100 full-time 
equivalent staff  including the General Manager, three 
Managers and seven Supervisors.

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Lead  the management of infrastructure assets 

like roads, bridges, water and sewer systems; 

• Lead utility rate setting;

• Administer, through contract, conventional and 
custom transit; and

• Operate, maintain and undertake construction 
projects on the road and pedestrian networks, 
water distribution system, waste water 
collection system, the drainage system, parks 
and electrical distribution system (See Business 
Plans for the Engineering Department, Public 
Works and Electric Utility for more detail).

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Undertook signifi cant fl ood mitigation measures 
on Okanagan Lake, Penticton and Ellis Creeks.

• Managed the Upper Carmi Storm Sewer blockage 
and debris slide.

• Managed the Campbell Mountain drainage issues.

• Worked with Tetratech to complete the fi rst phase 
of the Penticton Flood Risk Assessment.

GOOD GOVERNANCE

• Worked with Aarde Environmental to obtain 
permits to sleeve the CN Tug piles at the SS 
Sicamous.

• Applied for a lease expansion for the CN Tug. 

• Worked with the RDOS and BC Transit to obtain 
approval for a Penticton to West Kelowna/
Kelowna Route twice per day Monday to Friday. 

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Achievements continued on next page
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Infrastructure

• Completed risk assessment of City infrastructure 
assets and updated the Asset Management 
Investment Plan.

• Completed the expression of interest process for 
Asset Management software.

• Commenced work on the Utility Rate review with 
InterGroup Consultants and the Utility Rate Review 
Committee.

• Implemented a Storm Water Rate for the 2018 tax 
year.

• Obtained a Council Resolution to build road 
projects to the bylaw standard width thereby 
reducing future asset management costs.

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

• Completed a request for proposal process for 
Penticton Creek Reach 12A detail design.

• Completed a request for proposal process for Ellis 
Creek Master Plan.

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

• Completed research on Special Area Bylaws.

• Issued a request for proposals for transit amenities 
and advertising. 

• Worked with a grant writer to submit grants for the 
Ridgedale Reservoir detail design and construction 
as well as for the Penticton Creek 3A and 3B detail 
design.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

FLOOD RESPONSE
The Spring of 2018 presented infrastructure protection 
challenges related to addressing high snow pack, high 
Okanagan Lake levels and high fl ows in Penticton and 
Ellis Creeks. This resulted in Infrastructure Division 
staff  having to spend a considerable amount of time 
addressing fl ood issues as well as complete planned 
capital and operating projects. While the fl ood response 
was managed eff ectively, it has delayed other projects 
within the division.  

RESOURCE LIMITATIONS
The Infrastructure Division is challenged by lack of time 
and staff  resources required to complete key tasks, 
including the implementation of best practices, policy 
development and long-range strategic plans. 

BEST PRACTICES
There are many best practices related to infrastructure 
management that the Infrastructure Division is 
responsible for that are not being completely 
implemented due to lack of time to plan and implement. 
The opportunity exists to improve best practices with 
respect to water and sewer main fl ushing, cleaning 
of the drainage system, valve exercising, pavement 
management strategies, inspections, improved record 
keeping, mapping and health and safety hazard risk 
assessments.
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2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Complete the 2018 Utility Rate Review     

One of the key solutions to address long-term infrastructure management issues is to have 
sustainable utility rates. This project will determine what rates are needed for domestic water, 
agricultural water, sanitary sewer and electrical to achieve 100% cost recovery and sustainability, 
maintain required minimum reserve balances and include the required annual spend for asset 
management purposes. The project will be done with the assistance of InterGroup Consulting and 
the Utility Rate Review Committee, and will involve comparisons to other municipalities and public 
engagement. The ultimate goal is to create a phased-in rate structure to achieve sustainability and 
full cost recovery.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

2.  Implement Asset Management Software        

In order to improve decision making on where to spend our limited fi nancial resources for 
the highest benefi t, the City needs a tool to evaluate and analyse diff erent scenarios on asset 
management spends. The purchase, installation and implementation of Asset Management 
Software will achieve this. It will allow the City to maintain all information with respect to our 
many assets in one location and to undertake evaluations and scenario analysis to determine 
where work should be done on our assets based on age, condition, risk and available budget. 
The software will provide information to create strategic long-range asset replacement plans and 
will allow the City to see the long-range implications of spending decisions on the health of our 
infrastructure. Invitational proposals will be solicited from the highest ranked proponents from 
the 2018 expression of interest process.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2020

3.  Implement the Penticton-to-Kelowna Transit Route  

Citizens of the Regional District and Penticton will benefi t from having the option to take 
transit to Kelowna. This project will see the City working with the Regional District of Okanagan 
Similkameen to implement two round trips per day Monday to Friday from Penticton to West 
Kelowna/Kelowna. This route was one of the top priorities from the 2015 Transit Future Plan. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

4.  Update the 1968 Special Area Bylaw  

Another key solution to address long-term infrastructure asset management issues is to increase 
funding for infrastructure projects through the use of a Local Area Service Bylaw. This project 
will see the 1968 Special Area Bylaw rescinded and updated. The current bylaw is woefully out of 
date and needs to be replaced with a new bylaw that considers how other communities address 
funding for reconstruction and will assist with providing alternate funding to address asset 
management issues. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

Initiatives continued on next page

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE
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5.  Update the Asset Management Investment Plan  

Having the best data in our Asset Management Investment Plan increases the accuracy of 
long-range planning. The City will have more up to date information on our Parks and Facility 
infrastructure once it has been entered into the Geographic Information System (GIS).  The next 
step is to update the Asset Management Investment Plan. This will make the plan as complete 
and up to date as possible.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

INFRASTRUCTURE – BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Goods and Services 3,200 2,605 3,050
Salaries and Benefi ts 205,182 203,560 207,194
OPERATING EXPENSE 208,382 206,165 210,244
Internal Allocation In 0 0 5,000
Internal Allocation Out -205,182 -203,729 -215,244
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE 3,200 2,436 0

› No material changes between 2018 Forecast and 2019 Budget. 

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROJECT DESCRIPTION BUDGET

Asset Management Investment Plan Update 20,000
Asset Management Software 200,000
TOTAL 220,000*

PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET

Budgets continued on next page

 * Funded by general capital fund and utility capital funds based on asset values. See fi nancial plan for details.
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TRANSIT – BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

REVENUES -606,700 -668,500 -684,610
Goods and Services 35,450 28,431 31,560
Contract - Municipal Share 1,761,000 1,744,300 2,035,190
Fleet 950 2,442 1,740
SALARIES AND BENEFITS 6,930 16,862 12,050
Total  Operating Expense 1,804,330 1,792,035 2,080,540
Internal Allocation In 13,360 13,360 14,000
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 1,210,990 1,136,895 1,409,930

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Net Conventional Transit 1,028,400 955,100 1,217,890
Net Custom Transit 130,700 125,900 138,000
Public Works Support 51,890 55,895 54,040
NET TOTAL TRANSIT 1,210,990 1,136,895 1,409,930

› Increase in net operating expenses due to the new transit contract and the addition of the route from Penticton 
to Kelowna.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019
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WHAT WE DO
The Engineering Department consists of the Design 
Branch, Water Treatment Branch and Waste Water 
Treatment Branch. We are responsible for the 
planning, design and construction administration of 
the road and pedestrian network, water distribution 
system, waste water collection system and the 
drainage system.

STAFFING
The Engineering Department (including the Water 
Treatment Plant and Advanced Waste Water 
Treatment Plant) consists of 26 full-time equivalent 
staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Plan, design and administer construction on 

water, sanitary, storm, road and pedestrian 
networks;

• Operate, maintain, plan and administer 
design and construction projects for the water 
treatment plant, water reservoirs and water 
pump stations;

• Operate, maintain, plan and administer design 
and construction projects for the waste water 
treatment plant and lift stations; 

• Keep record drawings;

• Provide comments on development through the 
Technical Planning Committee; and

• Provide professional engineering advice to the 
Council and staff . 

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Completed the construction of a failed retaining 
wall on the Kettle Valley Railway trail.

• Completed annual asset management review 
and planning as per the recently completed asset 
management plan by our outside engineering 
consultant, AECOM.

• Continued monthly water quality reporting to 
provincial and federal regulatory bodies.

• Completed Phase I of the Drought Management 
Plan.

• Undertook Flood Protection Measures on 
Okanagan Lake, Penticton and Ellis Creeks for the 
2018 freshet.

• Completed repair work at Okanagan Lake, Ellis and 
Penticton Creeks from damage caused by the 2017 
fl ood and freshet. 

GOOD GOVERNANCE

Achievements continued on next page

• Completed crosswalk and walking area 
improvements at Uplands Elementary School.

• Selected a consultant and commenced work on 
detail design for storm water management on 
Campbell Mountain and Carmi Road. 

• Purchased and installed new programmable logic 
controllers for the water treatment plant.

• Installed new updated instrumentation to 
continue to ensure water quality is maintained at 
a high standard. 

• Worked on the installation of fl ow monitoring 
devices on Penticton and Ellis Creeks.

• Assisted in the Upper Carmi Storm Sewer 
blockage and 2018 Flood mitigation works. 

• Lobbied WorkSafe BC to open the confi ned space 
entry regulations for a full regulation review.
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• Completed signifi cant capital projects in the 
Design Branch including infrastructure and 
streetscape improvements, and downtown 
revitalization and water transmission system 
improvements on Ridgedale Avenue. 

• Completed utility and road upgrades on: Gahan 
Avenue, King Street, Killarney Street, Nelson 
Street, Toronto Avenue and Skaha Lake Road; and 
Repaved Government Street, Industrial Avenue 
and Dawson Avenue.

• Completed crosswalk improvements at South 
Main Street and Pineview Road, Government 
Street and the crossing of the Kettle Valley 
Railway with Eckhardt Avenue and Pickering 
Street.

• In conjunction with the Public Works Department 
completed work at Campbell Mountain: Mountain 
bike parking lot expansion, signage, crosswalk 

COMMUNITY BUILDING

• Participated in the National Water and Waste 
Water Benchmarking initiative.

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

• Completed the naturalization of Penticton Creek 
Reach 3A Lower.

• Implemented energy management hardware and 
software changes to reduce cost and improve 
effi  ciency.

• Assisted with the selection of a consultant and 
commenced work on the Ellis Creek Master Plan.

• Assisted with the selection of a consultant 
and commenced work on the detail design for 
Penticton Creek Reach 12A.

• Started an educational campaign on the fl ushable 
wipes in sewers issues.

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

FLOOD RESPONSE
Challenges in the form of the protection and repair of 
City assets along Okanagan Lake, Penticton and Ellis 
Creeks caused a signifi cant draw on human resources 
in the Engineering Department.  This stretched staff  
to not only deal with fl ood related activities but to 
still undertake and complete planned operational 
and capital works during the year. The Engineering 
Department responded admirably, protected and 
repaired City assets and formed solid working 
relationships with the Fire Services Department, Public 
Works Department, the Province of BC and Engineering 
Consultants. Based on the learnings over the past two 
years, the City is taking proactive and mitigating steps 
wherever possible to be better positioned for these 
unplanned events. 

PUBLIC SAFETY
The number and complexity of issues related to road, 
public safety and security have been increasing.  There 
are numerous requests related to traffi  c calming, cross 
walks, traffi  c signals, parking and bike lanes.  However, 
the Engineering Department lacks the staff  and capital 
budget to adequately deal with all these challenges. 
Through risk analysis and prioritization the City will focus 
on those issues that are of highest risk.

Challenges and Opportunities 
continued on next page
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GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
SYSTEM (GIS) 
Managing the changing workfl ows and data collection 
issues related to the City’s GIS has proved to be a 
challenge. With the addition of the Infrastructure GIS 
Analyst, the Engineering Department and the City are 
starting to better reap the benefi ts from GIS.

CONFINED SPACE REGULATIONS
WorkSafeBC (WSBC) confi ned space regulations are not 
aligned with existing Advanced Wastewater Treatment 
Plant design. This issue was brought to WSBC attention 
by the City of Penticton and other local governments.  
The regulation has been opened up for a full regulation 
review, which is expected to be completed by 2019/2020. 
The City of Penticton sits on the review panel and the 
opportunity exists for the City to work with WSBC to 
create regulations that will work. 

OUTDATED INSTRUMENTATION
Programmable logic control and instrumentation sys-
tems at the Water Treatment Plant are no longer sup-
ported and replacement parts are no longer available.  
Steps are being taken to make the necessary investment 
to ensure instrumentation is up to date and current.

FLUSHABLE WIPES 
The Wastewater Treatment Plant has been challenged 
with addressing fl ushable wipes that are being 
introduced into the sanitary sewer system. This adds 
signifi cant operating expenditures to the utility. In 2019 
the Waste Water Treatment Plant will be taking further 
steps to educate the public to help prevent the issue.    

MOBILE WORKFORCE TECHNOLOGY 
AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Effi  ciency is not optimal at this point and the opportunity 
to improve at the Waste Water Treatment Plant will 
happen through the adoption and installation of 
mobile workforce technology and energy management 
techniques. 

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Develop Ellis Creek Master Plan      

The City will complete the fi rst step toward fl ood protection and environmental sustainability on 
Ellis Creek by completing a Master Plan.  This document will set a long-term direction for actions 
required to address fl ood control measures, erosion and deposition issues, and naturalization and 
habitat improvements on Ellis Creek. In addition, a prioritization plan and budget will be created.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

2.  Design and Implement Penticton Creek Reach 12 Revitalization       

The City has received grant funding to design and construct the Penticton Creek 
Revitalization Project, Reach 12. This project will address identifi ed fl ood issues and 
improve habitat. Design and permitting will occur in 2019 followed by construction 
in 2020. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2020

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY

Initiatives continued on next page
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3.  Replace Aging and Small Water Mains      

The City will improve fi re fl ow and reduce risk by replacing undersized and aging water 
mains before they fail. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

4.  Improve Capacity of South Main Sanitary Sewer and Water        

Improvements to the South Main sanitary sewer and water mains will be made to 
increase capacity and provide for future development.   

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

5.  Complete Main Street Upgrade Okanagan Avenue to Warren Avenue        

The construction of two storm sewer diversions will free up capacity in the Main Street 
storm sewer and the replacement of aging and high-risk water and sanitary sewer 
mains crossing Ellis Creek will be completed.   

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

6.  Upgrade and Install Pedestrian Crosswalks        

Pedestrian safety enhancements will be made at three locations on Government Street and at 
one location on Kinney Avenue at MacKenzie. The work will see the following completed:

• Government and Forestbrook: Install a pedestrian activated signal, repaint the crosswalk lines 
and relocate the crosswalk signs.

• Government and Nelson: Repaint the crosswalk lines, relocate the crosswalk signs and 
examine the installation of a sidewalk on the south side of Nelson Avenue.

• Government and Penticton: Install overhead refl ective signage and down lighting. 

• Kinney and MacKenzie:  Install overhead refl ective signage and down lighting.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

7.  Finalize Phase II Drought Management Plan        

This project will align the City with other Okanagan municipalities in terms of how our water 
resources are responsibly protected and used during drought conditions.  A set of drought 
response triggers and responses will be created that are similar on a valley-wide basis.   

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

8.  Implement Chlorine and Sulphur Dioxide Gas Removal from the  
      Water Treatment Process         

This project will improve public and staff  safety by eliminating the risks associated with 
gaseous chlorine. The work will remove and replace the aging chlorination system with 
one that that eliminates the use of gaseous chlorine and sulphur dioxide from the water 
treatment process.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

Initiatives continued on next page
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9.   Upgrade Okanagan Lake Pump Station Electric and Pump Motor      

Reliability, effi  ciency and cost saving improvements will be realized by the replacement 
of the aging electric system components and pump motors at the City of Penticton’s only 
Raw Water Pump Station located on Okanagan Lake.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

10. Implement 2019 Actions of the Asset Management Renewal Plan       

The detailed Asset Management Renewal plan developed by AECOM will continue to be 
implanted to replace Waste Water Treatment Plant assets in a prioritized manner that 
are at or past their service life. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2029

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

ENGINEERING – BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Goods and Services 48,250 66,961 108,450
Salaries and Benefi ts 166,450 101,100 102,000
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 214,700 168,061 210,450
Internal Allocation In 196,469 153,633 74,100
Internal Allocation Out -214,700 -168,061 -284,550
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE 196,469 153,633 0

› Net operating expenses reduced due to the increased allocations out to other areas. 

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROJECT DESCRIPTION BUDGET

Parks 100,000
Roads and Maintenance 1,964,253
TOTAL GENERAL FUND CAPITAL 2,064,253
Sewer Fund Capital 1,888,800
Water Fund Capital 2,658,000
TOTAL ENGINEERING CAPITAL 6,611,053

PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET

Budgets continued on next page
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WATER TREATMENT PLANT – BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Total Operational Revenues -8,479,637 -8,461,692 -8,812,919
Total Operating Expenses 1,666,696 1,647,906 1,731,040
NET OPERATING SURPLUS -6,812,941 -6,813,786 -7,081,880*

› Increase in net operating surplus due to increased user fees. 

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

BUDGET

Water Treatment Plant 2,484,200

PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET

ADVANCED WASTE WATER TREATMENT PLANT – BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Total Revenues 2,300,066 2,279,413 2,208,818
Total Expenses -5,945,939 -5,976,636 -7,112,680
NET OPERATING SURPLUS -3,645,873 -3,697,223 -4,903,862*

› Increase in net operating surplus due to increased user fees. 

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET

BUDGET

Advanced Waste Water Treatment Plant 1,684,000

* Note: Please see the fi nancial plan for details on how the net operating surplus from the Water Treatment Plant funds 
the water distribution area, allocated costs into the water utility, and the annual transfer to the water capital fund.

* Note: Please see the fi nancial plan for details on how the net operating surplus from the AWWTP funds the sewer 
collection area, allocated costs into the sewer utility, and the annual transfer to the sewer capital fund.
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BUDGET REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 
BUDGET REQUEST

CAPITAL 
BUDGET REQUEST 

Drought Management Plan 
Phase 2

A continuation of a previous phase 
of drought planning: Create drought 
response triggers and response actions 
consistent with valley-wide approach. 

$100,000

Bike lane planning and bike 
racks

Planning for a lake-to-lake separated 
bike route forming the spine of a safe 
cycling corridor that welcomes and 
encourages a wider group of cyclists. 
Plus installation of 50 bike racks at 
strategic locations. 

$55,000

SS Sicamous area 
improvements

Realignment and replacement of 
existing walkway across frontage of 
SS Sicamous by extending the multi-
use waterfront walkway to the Rose 
Gardens with associated revisions to 
the parking.

$100,000

COUNCIL DECISION REQUESTS
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WHAT WE DO
In Public Works, we keep our community safe by 
providing clean, safe drinking water, a reliable 
sanitary sewer system, and storm-water drainage 
to help prevent fl ooding. We manage the roads in 
our community, as well as the parks and cemetery, 
and we collect your garbage and recycling. To help 
support these services, as well as those delivered by 
other departments, we also manage the City’s fl eet of 
vehicles. 

STAFFING
The Public Works Department consists of   
58 full-time equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Manage the operations, maintenance and 

construction of the road and pedestrian 
network, water distribution system, waste water 
collection system, drainage system and parks;

• Manage the operations, maintenance, planning, 
design and construction of the City-owned 
dams;

• Install and maintain the City’s water meters;

• Maintain, purchase and coordinate the City’s 
vehicle and equipment fl eet;

• Administer, through contract, garbage and 
recycling collection;

• Operate the waste water solids composting 
facility;

• Administer, though contract, the Lakeview 
Cemetery operation,  and we design and 
construct cemetery expansion and upgrades;

• Maintain the Fairview Cemetery; and 

• Maintain and upgrade bus stops.

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Completed recruitment, training and mentoring 
of the new Parks Supervisor, Public Works 
Technologist, Utility Technician and Parks 
Technician. 

• Successfully managed extreme winter conditions 
to mitigate extreme challenges from ensuing 
spring runoff  conditions. 

• Completed the dredging and operational gate 
replacement at the Ellis Creek Diversion Dam.

GOOD GOVERNANCE

Achievements continued on next page

• Completed the Campbell Mountain Diversion Dam 
Upgrades.

• Reviewed options to address waste water solids 
management.

• Undertook 2018 fl ood mitigation measures on 
Okanagan Lake, Penticton and Ellis Creeks.

• Addressed the Upper Carmi storm sewer blockage 
and debris slide.

• Managed the Campbell Mountain drainage issue. 
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• Implemented the Clean Team to address 
maintenance in key areas during the peak season.

• Worked with the Planning Department to 
complete the Parks and Recreation Masterplan, 
Park Land Protection and Use Policy, Park 
Dedication Bylaw and Zoning Bylaw Amendments 
to identify diff erent Park types and uses.

• Completed the re-write of the Cemetery 
Management Bylaw and related Fees and Charges 
Bylaw.

COMMUNITY BUILDING

• Completed all Capital Fleet replacements.

• Installed and commissioned a new Fuel 
Management System / Fleet Maintenance System.

• Reviewed the Fleet and Equipment Replacement 
Fund.

• Implemented the new seven-year Solid Waste and 
Recycle Collection contract in July 2018.

• Developed a Council Policy for Residential 
Automated Waste Collection Service Levels and 
Standards.

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

• Achieved carbon reduction in the fl eet area by 
using hybrid vehicles and equipment.

• Competed the expansion and upgrades to the 
Lakeview Cemetery including the development of a 
natural burial section.

• Delivered community education program on best 
recycling practices.

• Renewed the Recycle Collection Contract with 
Recycle BC for a second fi ve-year term.

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

FLOOD RESPONSE
Flood protection and repairs monopolize staff  time, 
making it diffi  cult to complete planned projects.  

BEST PRACTICES DELAYS 
There are many best practices in water/sewer 
management, roads and other public works functions 
that are not being completed due to lack of resources to 
plan and implement. 

LIABILITY RISKS 
With aging infrastructure such as roads, bridges, 
sanitary sewers and water systems, there is a growing 
risk of failures that could result in liability for the City. 
Clearly defi ned maintenance standards and policies are 
required.

INFORMATION AND DATA OVERLOAD
Managing the changing workfl ows, data collection and 
paper record keeping leads to duplication of tasks and 
puts a strain on available human resources. 

Challenges and Opportunities continued on next page
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CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

GAPS IN RESOURCES AND 
EXPERTISE
The department is challenged by a steady loss of 
knowledge and experience due to a signifi cant number 
of people retiring along with a growing need for 
specialized skills and expertise to address increasingly 
complex operations in areas such as sanitary sewer, 
roads and drainage. Staff  shortages are aff ecting fl eet 
maintenance, as the number of fl eet vehicles and 
equipment has increased signifi cantly over the past 
decade. The City also needs a dedicated position to 
manage contracted services such as transit, cemeteries 
and composting operations. There is also a need for 
trained staff  with required safe work experience and 
protective equipment to assist with the clean-up of 
homeless camps. 

NOT MEETING REGULATIONS
Penticton’s existing water and sewer infrastructure 
cannot meet the confi ned space regulations set by 
WorkSafeBC (WSBC) This issue has been brought to 
WSBC’s attention, and the regulation is being reviewed, 
with expected completion by 2019/2020.

The sewer residuals compost site does not meet the 
Organic Matter Recycling Regulation (OMRR) and 
sales of compost have declined signifi cantly to the 
point where the stock piles are aff ecting operations. 
One potential solution is somewhat dependant on 
the Regional District of Okanagan Similkameen. The 
fi nal solution may be costly. There are also constant 
challenges with compliance requirements for water 
distribution and sewer collection regulations including 
Environmental Operator Certifi cation requirements. 

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Restructure Work Areas to Address Gaps in Resources and Expertise      

Restructuring is needed in a number of areas to meet regulatory requirements and address 
challenges such as gaps expertise and capacity. 

Works Branch: The current staffi  ng and confi guration of the Works Branch includes both water/
sewer utilities and roads and drainage management; however, these are distinctly diff erent areas of 
expertise areas that each require specifi c skills, policies and best practices. With this restructuring, 
the Works area will become more effi  cient and compliant with the Environmental Operator 
Certifi cate Program by splitting the branch into a Utilities Branch (Water/Sewer) and a Roads & 
Drainage Branch. The new structure will allow for a more focused approach to the various aspects 
of the work and some duties can be transferred from the Parks Branch to Works Branch, resulting 
in a more balanced distribution of work load. It will also ensure the legislated Water Distribution and 
Sewer Collection Operator requirements are met. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

Fleet Branch: The increase in the size and maintenance requirements for the City’s fl eet can no 
longer be managed with existing staff . A new Service Advisor Coordinator full-time position is 
recommended to support the Fleet Supervisor and the Mechanical Technicians.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

Initiatives continued on next page

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE
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2.  Create Permanent Clean Team      

While the new Clean Team summer staff  positions addressed needs in the high tourist season, there 
is a continued need for trained teams to assist with homeless camp clean up, snow and ice control 
and other general support to keep Penticton streets, parks and other public areas clean and safe. 
This permanent crew would provide services year-round, including after-hours calls on weekends 
during the day. This will result in lower overtime costs and improved service. In addition there will 
also be savings as the City will no longer need to contract services for homeless camp cleanup. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

3.  Complete and Begin Implementing a Waste Water Solids    
      Management Plan        

To bring the City into compliance with the Organic Matter Recycling Regulation, a Waste 
Water Solids Management Review was conducted by AECOM Engineering to identify 
the steps required to meet regulatory requirements.  In 2019, the design for the new 
requirements will be completed, with construction in later years, which may involve 
signifi cant costs, which will be determined in part during the design development. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

4.  Create a Parks & Recreation Advisory Committee        

Parks and recreation are a big part of why Penticton is a great place to live and visit; however, the 
City needs a plan for how to manage and expand these assets in future. It’s important to have 
input from the community to develop these plans, which will be accomplished in part through 
the creation of a Parks & Recreation Advisory Committee.   

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: March 2019

5.  Parks Master Plans for Skaha Lake Park        

Skaha Lake Park has tremendous potential for creating recreation opportunities that benefi t 
the community and visitors. A Parks Master Plan for Skaha Lake Park will ensure that the new 
direction for developing the park and marina refl ect community priorities and best practices in 
park planning. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

6.  Implementation of the Parks GIS / Asset Management        

The City requires extensive information related to mapping and other data to manage its parks, 
roads and other infrastructure assets, which is currently a manual process involving multiple 
records and potential for incomplete or inaccurate/outdated data. Using GIS technology will 
improve accuracy and access to reliable data that can be used to manage infrastructure assets 
more effi  ciently. The City has a grant for the consultation portion of the project and staff  will 
collect the required data.   

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY
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PUBLIC WORKS – BUDGET OVERVIEW

PUBLIC WORKS NET OPERATING EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Roads  1,637,993  1,773,115  1,861,292 
Solid Waste  (611,117)  (688,805)  (649,743)
Storm Water  71,238  104,157  58,300 
Water Distribution  948,459  1,034,282  867,700 
Sewer Collection  801,414  778,523  746,420 
TOTAL NET OPERATING EXPENSES  2,847,987  3,001,272  2,883,969 

› The roads area has seen increasing cost trends in asphalt repairs, road marking, snow clearing, street and 
sidewalk cleaning, and vandalism in the past few years and have built these trends into the 2019 budget. 
Further, the roads area will see an increase in cost allocations in from the Public Works area to account for a 
portion of the new Utilities Supervisor.

› Increasing net operating costs in solid waste is due to increase in residential and curbside collection expenses.

› The Storm Water area is seeing less reliance on funding from the general fund in 2019 due to increasing 
rates from 2018 to 2019. It is anticipated that the Storm Water Utility will be able to fully cover its operational 
expenses in 2020.

› Increased net operating expenses in the Water Distribution and Sewer Collection areas due to increased 
allocations in from the public works area for the proposed Utilities Supervisor, new expenses allocated in from 
the facilities area for a portion of the costs of operating the yards, and increased allocation expenses from the 
engineering area due to supporting more operational initiatives rather than capital projects in 2019.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROJECT DESCRIPTION BUDGET

Compost Site Improvements 1,000,000

SEWER COLLECTION – PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET

WATER DISTRIBUTION – PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET

PROJECT DESCRIPTION BUDGET

Ellis 4 Dam - Consulting and Upgrades 225,000
Irrigation Meter Program 140,000
TOTAL 365,000

Budgets continued on next page
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PARKS – BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Beach Maintenance 200,650 207,540 242,600
Parks Maintenance 521,670 453,930 531,450
Sports Fields 216,000 229,050 216,385
Trail Maintenance 107,800 75,300 98,300
Boulevards & City Lots 313,370 320,640 317,150
Undeveloped Lots and Natural Areas 17,406 18,860 18,000
Support Services 259,085 289,600 264,500
Salaries and Benefi ts 399,309 429,382 384,300
OPERATING EXPENSE 2,035,291 2,024,302 2,072,686
Internal Allocation In 142,235 143,360 590,384
Internal Allocation Out -11,579 -11,579 -11,000
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 2,165,947 2,156,083 2,652,070

› Increase in net operating costs due to facilities area allocating in operating expenses of parks washrooms, 
fi nance allocating in relevant debt servicing costs, and contractual labour increases.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROJECT DESCRIPTION BUDGET

Bleacher - Table Replacement 12,000
Okanagan Lake Park - Concrete Replacement 50,000
Wage Allocations 57,000
3 Mile Stair Replacement 80,000
Irrigation Upgrades 50,000
Backstop Upgrades 12,500
Barton Court Walkway 85,000
PARKS CAPITAL TOTAL 346,500

PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET

Budgets continued on next page
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CEMETERY – BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

REVENUE -370,000 -322,000 -345,000
Fairview Cemetery 7,000 4,610 6,100
Lakeview Cemetery 176,660 178,136 177,200
Internal Allocation In 18,989 18,989 91,700
NET OPERATING SURPLUS -167,351 -120,265 -70,000

› Increase in net operating costs due to fi nance allocating in relevant debt servicing costs.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROJECT DESCRIPTION BUDGET

Lakeview Cemetery Irrigation Upgrade 60,000

PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET

FLEET – BUDGET OVERVIEW

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

REVENUES -1,884,500 -1,996,100 -2,124,850
Goods and Services 695,585 946,085 885,385
Fleet Internal Charges 334,200 341,700 335,500
Fuel 280,000 330,000 290,000
Insurance 80,000 80,000 80,000
Amortization 550,000 550,000 425,000
Salaries and Benefi ts 569,169 576,298 682,471
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE 2,508,954 2,824,083 2,698,356
Internal Allocation In 26,357 26,357 56,167
Internal Allocation Out -590,700 -638,700 -637,500
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 60,111 215,640 -7,827

Fleet Budget continued on next page
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› Though a new fl eet advisor is proposed to be added in 2019, net operating expenses are decreasing due to an 
increase in fl eet rates and reduced amortization expenses. 

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROJECT DESCRIPTION BUDGET

Van to Replace Unit 9 32,000
1/2 Ton Pickup to Replace Unit 21 32,000
Sewer Flush Truck to Replace Unit 42 350,000
Digger Derrick Aerial to Replace Unit 50 250,000
1/2 Ton Pickup to Replace Unit 123 32,000
3/4 Ton Pickup to Replace Unit 127 35,000
3/4 Ton Pickup to Replace Unit 135 40,000
Various Other 41,950
TOTAL 812,950

PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET
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BUDGET REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 
BUDGET REQUEST

CAPITAL 
BUDGET REQUEST 

Proposed New Utility 
Supervisor Position – Works 
Branch

Provides required expertise and helps 
meet regulatory requirements.

$60,000*  

New Service Advisor 
Coordinator – Fleet Branch

Addresses increased fl eet 
requirements, providing more hands-
on mechanical time.

$100,000

Proposed Extension Clean 
Team to year-round service

Expands the summer season clean up 
to year-round service and will eliminate 
contract costs and further reduce 
weekend overtime costs for homeless 
camp clean up.

$66,000

Develop a Sewer Residuals 
Management Plan and 
detailed design of the sewer 
residual handling system

Helps meet regulatory requirements. $1,000,000**

*Total cost of position is $126,000 with $66,000 funded from utilities.

** Note that costs are funded from sewer utilities and may vary. The 2020 construction costs will depend on the method 
selected. The City is exploring the most appropriate approach, however the overall cost could be signifi cant. Along with the 
most appropriate method, the City will also explore how this may be phased in to achieve an aff ordable approach.

COUNCIL DECISION REQUESTS
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WHAT WE DO
The Electric Utility Department is responsible for 
overseeing the operations, maintenance and ongoing 
improvement of the City of Penticton’s electrical 
systems. We manage all electric services from 
infrastructure and electrical distribution to metering, 
traffi  c signals and street lighting.

STAFFING
The Electric Utility Department consists of 15   
full-time equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Operate, maintain, plan, design and construct 

the electrical distribution system;

• Plan and maintain the City’s electrical meters; 

• Plan, maintain, operate, design and construct 
the City’s traffi  c signal system; and

• Plan, maintain, design and construct the City’s 
street lighting system.

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Negotiated a new multi-year power purchase 
agreement with FortisBC.

• Sponsored training by Technical Safety BC for 
all electricians and their managers to ensure 
compliance with various electrical safety code 
requirements.

• Nearly completed the update to the Electrical 
Bylaw, awaiting fi nal revisions prior to adoption.

• Audited all Instrument Metered accounts and 
introduced a number of practices to guarantee the 
accuracy of electrical energy billing. 

GOOD GOVERNANCE

Achievements continued on next page

• Improved traffi  c intersections safety and 
pedestrian and vehicle movements by: replacing a 
number of aged traffi  c controllers; increasing the 
number of uninterruptible power supplies; and 
modifying pedestrian signals to better serve the 
visually impaired. 

• Added area lighting in a number of strategic areas 
in the downtown core.

• Reviewed lighting standards and commenced 
work on a multi-year improvement plan to address 
lighting issues for pedestrian crossings city-wide.

COMMUNITY BUILDING
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• Completed underground civil work for rebuilding 
the east lane of the 200-block Main Street. 

• Provided a new electrical connection to the 
hospital.

• Finished pole and anchor replacements 
necessitated by the TELUS Pure Fibre initiative. 

ECONOMIC VITALITY

• Completed the voltage conversion at the 
substation level by providing a 12kV supply at the 
Carmi Substation. This will now allow the City to 
move into the last phase of its multi-decade plan 
to operate the entire electrical distribution system 
on the same voltage.

• Completed system reliability improvements 
including: the addition of the hospital switchgear 
to the supervisory control and data acquisition 
(SCADA) system and creating a multi-year plan to 
deploy faulted circuit indicators, all of which will 
reduce outage times and related response costs.

• Completed various Electrical Master Plan Projects 
including: conductor upgrades for Westminster 
and Power Street; elimination of customer owned 
high voltage powerlines for Naramata Bench, 
Dawson and Yorkton Avenue; and elimination of 
at-risk #6 copper hazardous conductors from the 
distribution system.

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY • Continued with the multi-year program of 
replacing fi rst generation digital meters with a view 
to reducing future meter reading costs.

• Grew the City’s fi bre network by adding FortisBC as 
a customer.

• Further consolidated electrical inventory items 
through standardization and the removal of 
obsolete switchgear.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

BALANCING DEMANDS
Development in the city has been very busy over 
the last few years creating competing demands to 
provide electrical service to new developments and 
complete the planned electrical distribution work. 
The opportunity exists to put more resources toward 
addressing the problem within approved budgets.

PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUES
The number and complexity of issues related to public 
safety and security have been increasing. There are 
numerous requests related to cross walks, traffi  c 
signals, increased area lighting and maintenance of 
additional downtown vendor pedestal and electrical 
park infrastructure. Lack of staff  and or suffi  cient 
capital budget to adequately deal with these increasing 
demands is a signifi cant challenge. 

BEST PRACTICES
There are many best practices that the Electrical 
Department is responsible for that are not being 
completely implemented due to lack of time to plan 
and implement. The opportunity exists to improve best 
practices with respect to record keeping, mapping and 
health and safety hazard risk assessments.

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
SYSTEM (GIS)
The Electric Utility Department will continue to leverage 
the information and software we have now to expand 
the GIS to better understand the City’s infrastructure 
assets and to better identify the needs of the 
community.

Challenges and Opportunities continued on next page
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MOBILE TECHNOLOGY
Mobile workforce technology will continue to be 
implemented to improve operational effi  ciencies.

IMPROVE PUBLIC SAFETY
Public safety and security improvements consisting of 
replacing aged traffi  c control equipment, adding area 
lighting in strategic areas and improving lighting for 
pedestrian crossings will be made.

VOLTAGE CONVERSION
The last phase of the voltage conversion process for the 
electrical distribution system will be commenced. This 
project is scheduled to be completed in 2020 and will 
see the entire City on one common electrical voltage 
served by four substations resulting in a more robust 
and reliable electrical distribution system.

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Complete the 200-block Main Street East Lane Electrical Rebuild       

To enhance public safety and economic vitality, the electrical rebuild in the East Lane of the 200-block 
Main Street will be completed. The infrastructure is nearing its end of life, the style of construction 
is dated, and it doesn’t meet current standards with respect to clearances. The restricted clearances 
limit development, pose safety risks and are unsightly. The rebuild will address all of these issues.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

2.  Complete Voltage Conversion        

To provide for a more reliable and robust electrical distribution system it is necessary commence 
the last phase of the voltage conversion project that started decades ago. The overall project is 
scheduled for completion in 2020 and will see the entire city converted to one voltage, 12KV. The 
intention is to convert all or portions of the R12, R34, R10 and R11 feeders.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2020

3.  Investigate and Report on Power Generation Possibilities         

Alternative power generation initiatives could allow the City to reduce its dependence 
on the purchase of FortisBC electricity. A consultant will be engaged through an RFP 
process to: examine what other municipalities have done to produce power, how it was 
funded and what the payback period was; update studies into electricity generation that 
were previously done; and consider new electricity generation techniques that could be 
implemented.  The initiatives identifi ed will then be costed, power generation capabilities 
determined and ranked according to criteria that will include Return on Investment, 
Payback Period, Impact on the Environment, etc.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

4.  Improve Strategic Area Lighting and Pedestrian Crossing Lighting City Wide        

To increase safety the Electric Utility Department will install security lighting and lighting at 
pedestrian crosswalks. This project involves a phased and prioritized plan expected to conclude  
in 2023.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY

ECONOMIC 
VITALITY

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING
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ELECTRIC UTILITY – BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

REVENUES -42,084,311 -42,053,747 -42,092,690
Goods and Services 33,826,413 30,899,499 32,077,396
Fleet 76,402 61,902 76,402
Salaries and Benefi ts 1,442,886 1,380,203 1,459,912
Total Internal  Allocations  In 1,841,723 1,855,562 1,908,062
Total Internal  Allocations  Out -12,000 -15,500 -12,365
NET OPERATING SURPLUS -4,908,887 -7,872,082 -6,583,283*

› Decrease in net operating surplus due to lower than expected power costs in 2018, increased power distribution 
system maintenance in 2019 and the proposed commencement of a power generation study.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROJECT DESCRIPTION BUDGET
Non-Discretionary 1,365,867
Non-Discretionary - Sustainment 1,812,391
Enhancement 473,780
Departmental Tools 41,200
TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENSE 3,693,238
Recoveries -1,593,005
NET CAPITAL EXPENSE 2,100,233

PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET

Budgets continued on next page

STREET LIGHTING – BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET
Vandalism 3,546 2,750 3,622
City Parking Lots 1,000 0 1,020
Light Standard Condition Assessment 15,450 6,550 0
Street Lighting Projects 10,000 54,000 200,000
Repairs 67,993 33,500 69,625
Electricity 120,560 120,560 160,761
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 218,549 217,360 435,028*

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

* Please see the fi nancial plan for details on how the net operating surplus funds the general capital dividend, and the 
annual transfer to the electrical capital fund.

* Funded by general taxation, but managed by the electrical utility.
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BUDGET REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 
BUDGET REQUEST

CAPITAL 
BUDGET REQUEST 

Investigation of power 
generation possibilities

Alternative power generation options 
could reduce the City’s reliance on 
FortisBC and eventually reduce costs.

$75,000

Purchase and installation 
of strategic  area lighting, 
along with investigation and 
improvement of pedestrian 
crossing lighting

Improved safety is incredibly important 
in our growing community and 
this eff ort will contribute greatly to 
ensuring pedestrians and anyone 
outside in public areas is suffi  ciently lit.

$200,000

› Increase in net operating expenses due to increased costs of streetlighting power, increase in light standard 
replacements, and an increase in special streetlighting projects.

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

TRAFFIC CONTROL – BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Annual Condition Assessment 17,922 17,922 18,460
Vandalism/Hit and Run Damage 2,045 19,300 2,106
Electricity 12,723 12,723 13,944
Repairs 78,101 79,010 79,924
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 110,791 128,955 114,435*

› Increase in vandalism expenses in 2018, are not expected to occur in 2019.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

COUNCIL DECISION REQUESTS

* Funded by general taxation, but managed by the electrical utility.
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RECREATION 
& FACILITIES
The Recreation & Facilities Division includes:  

FACILITIES 

RECREATION BUSINESS & OPERATIONS 

SPORTS & EVENTS 

PENTICTON MUSEUM & ARCHIVES
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WHAT WE DO
Contributing to a heathy community and enhancing 
quality of life are the overarching priorities for 
Recreation & Facilities. We welcome residents 
and visitors to our many recreation facilities and 
parks, where we deliver a wide range of recreation 
programs and services for people of all ages.  We 
design, operate and maintain City-owned buildings 
and through the Museum & Archives, we support 
preservation of the heritage and history of our 
community. Our Sports & Events offi  ce markets and 
promotes the City as an event destination.

STAFFING
The Recreation & Facilities Division consists of   
47 full-time equivalent staff  including one Director, 
two Managers and three Supervisors.

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Plan, manage and deliver recreation, sport 

events and active living opportunities that 
include aquatic programming, swim lessons and 
public access to our pool and fi tness centre;

• Provide public safety, fi rst aid and emergency 
response education;

• Ensure City facilities are maintained to required 
operational standards; 

• Provide reception services to assist customers at 
the community centre pool and fi tness room;

• Promote the City of Penticton as an event 
destination, contributing to a healthy and 
vibrant community, particularly through 
signature and shoulder season events that 
create a strong economic return for the City;

• Off er presentation, preservation and 
interpretation services for Penticton’s history 
and heritage as well as serving as an important 
resource for researchers and city staff  through 
the Penticton Museum & Archives; and

• Plan, design, construct, operate and maintain 
City-owned buildings for City departments and 
lessees as part of overall asset management.
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2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Restructured the Recreation Department and 
introduced a Recreation Business Supervisor to 
take overall responsibility for recreation programs, 
marketing and revenues, and hired a Sport and 
Event Project Manager. 

GOOD GOVERNANCE

• Completed the Parks & Recreation Master Plan, 
providing clear direction for the City’s parks and 
recreation areas.

• Completed Phase 2 of the Arena Development 
Strategy including preparing a business case for 
the development of the twin ice sheet project and 
the Memorial fi eld house concept. The business 
case includes revenue and operational analysis as 
well as life cycle costing.

• Conducted a detailed arch assessment of glulam 
wood beams at Memorial Arena and developed 
and implemented a rehabilitation strategy. 

• Prepared a South Okanagan Event Centre (SOEC) 
parking strategy to address community concerns 
regarding parking at the site. Prepared by a third-
party consultant with input from the community 
through extensive engagement sessions, the 
strategy will be implemented in 2019.

COMMUNITY BUILDING

• Secured a $6 million funding grant towards the 
Arena Development project. 

• Secured a long-term operating agreement with 
Spectra Venue Management for operating and 
maintaining the South Okanagan Events Centre 
campus including the Penticton Trade and 
Convention Centre, Okanagan Hockey Training 
Centre and Memorial Arena.

ECONOMIC VITALITY

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

RECREATION REVENUES
Penticton taxpayers enjoy a wide array of recreational 
programs and facilities, but they are the sole funding 
source for these services.  There is a fi ne balance 
between setting rates that the community can aff ord and 
maximizing cost recovery for these services. A recreation 
revenue and cost sharing review is planned for 2019 to 
help guide rate setting, recreation business practices and 
review opportunities for regional cost sharing.

FACILITIES AGING INFRASTRUCTURE
The City’s facilities infrastructure is aging and 
underfunded, with most of our facilities more than 
40 years old and requiring continued investment to 
keep them operational over the long term.  The Arena 
Development strategy is one of the key priorities, as 
signifi cant investment is required into both Memorial 
and McLaren arenas in order to keep them operational, 

even in the short term. A decision must be made in 
2019 on the future of the arenas so short- and long-
term plans can be developed.

FACILITIES SUPPORT
With ever increasing usage of our City facilities 
combined with aging building systems and 
infrastructure, the Facilities Department is busier than 
ever.  The department currently employs administrative 
support through a temporary position. A large 
department with an annual budget of over $5 million 
and 16 staff  requires consistent processes, procedures 
and communication to ensure that the City is providing 
high quality, safe and well operated facilities for our 
community to enjoy. A dedicated, permanent resource 
will allow the Director to focus on higher-level, strategic 
work and the Supervisor to be more hands on with his 
staff  ensuring quality work and customer service.  
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2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Implementation of South Okanagan Event Centre (SOEC) Parking Strategy        

This will provide a phased approach for the various recommendations coming out of the SOEC 
Parking Strategy study, that was developed in consultation with Council and the community. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

2.  Finalize Arena Development Strategy Business Case        

The Arena Development Strategy business case will inform the next phase of the arena 
development initiative. Along with better understanding of the revenue and expense 
opportunities for the new arenas, the business case will provide a funding strategy for capital 
investment and ongoing operational funding requirements.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

3. Recreation Revenue and Cost Sharing Review         

As recommended in the Parks and Recreation Master Plan, a recreation revenue/rate review will 
be undertaken in 2019 to analyze the current situation and identify the true cost of recreational 
programs and service delivery. This work will provide us with the data to have discussions around 
regional cost-sharing opportunities.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

4. Parks and Recreation Advisory Committee        

The Parks and Recreation Advisory Committee will be responsible for master planning of Skaha 
Park, including the marina, with staff  participation to ensure timely execution of planning studies 
and project implementation to guide future infrastructure planning. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING
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COUNCIL DECISION REQUESTS

BUDGET REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 
BUDGET REQUEST

CAPITAL 
BUDGET REQUEST 

Facilities Administrative 
Support

This position will provide 
administrative support to 
the Facilities team to enable 
high-quality and responsive 
delivery of services through 
consistent processes, procedures 
and communication with 
other departments and the 
community.  

$65,000*

Recreation Revenue and 
Cost-Sharing Review

The data collected will help 
to determine the true cost of 
delivering recreational programs 
and services and identify 
opportunities for revenue-
sharing in the region. 

$30,000**

Creation of a 10-year 
strategic plan for arts 
and culture in the City of 
Penticton

This request was initiated by the 
2018 Arts, Culture and Creative 
Innovations Committee with the 
objective to provide a dedicated 
City-funded resource to raise the 
profi le or Arts and Culture in our 
City and to develop a strategy to 
integrate Arts into all aspects of 
our community. 

$100,000 for a 
one-year Arts 

Offi  cer contract***

$50,000 for the 
development of the 

strategic plan

* Budget resides in the Facilities cost centre.

** Budget resides in the Recreation Business & Operations section.

*** Not shown as a supported line item in budget.

NOTE: 

The budget for the Recreation & Facilities plan is contained in the Recreation Business & Operations section.
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WHAT WE DO
The Facilities Department is responsible for planning, 
design, construction, operations and maintenance 
of over 30 City-owned buildings. We ensure they 
operate at optimum effi  ciency to enable other 
City departments and lessees to eff ectively deliver 
services and programs to the community.  

STAFFING
The Facilities Department consists of 16 full-time 
equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Consult, inspect, and conduct repairs and 

maintenance on City buildings;

• Plan, design, construct and operate buildings for 
their best use;

• Ensure buildings are maintained to all 
regulations and bylaws; 

• Regularly review Penticton’s diverse collection of 
facilities, including everything from the Peach on 
the Beach, to the Trade and Convention Centre 
and the SS Sicamous; and 

• Support a high quality work environment for City 
staff  and superior quality of life for residents by 
providing venues to support arts, culture, sports 
and entertainment in our community.

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Completed all key 2018 capital projects: Penticton 
Trade and Convention Centre (PTCC) mechanical 
upgrades, PTCC roof replacement, Memorial 
Arena operational upgrades, City Hall structural 
upgrades, Westminster Centre renovations, Skaha 
Marina upgrade, South Okanagan Events Centre 
(SOEC) hockey glass and suite upgrades.

• Completed pool operations training for all Facilities 
staff .

• Engaged third party security services to monitor 
some of our highest use facilities and those that 
were subject to vandalism and aff ected by issues 
stemming from homelessness. A lot of staff  time 
was spent dealing with clean up and repairs 
resulting from undesirable use and vandalism 
in our city-owned Facilities. The total cost of the 
security services was more than $50,000 higher 
than budgeted due to these unforeseen issues. 

GOOD GOVERNANCE

• Improved cleanliness and community experience 
in high traffi  c zones in and around downtown 
area.

COMMUNITY BUILDING

• Optimized effi  ciencies through building 
automation controls. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY
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CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

FUNDING
The Facilities Department continues to be challenged by 
limited funding relative to our aging infrastructure. The 
community’s service expectations keep increasing and 
facility operation and maintenance requirements must 
keep up with those demands.  

INCREASED VANDALISM AND 
SOCIAL ISSUES
Occurrences of vandalism and undesirable behaviours 
in our City facilities continues to increase, creating 
additional costs and the need for both training and staff  
resources to deal with these situations. The frequency 
and severity of the issue is causing strain on our 
operational budgets and resources. 

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Convert Conventional Lighting Systems to LED       

Converting existing fi xtures and bulbs to LED results in energy saving, adherence to our 
environmental principles and reduced operating costs. This will also contribute to improved working 
environments for staff  and an enhanced experience for the public.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: June 2019

2.  Complete Annual Shutdown of McLaren Arena and the Community Centre        

Annual repairs and maintenance are required for preventative maintenance items and the 
necessary repairs to our pools, basins and equipment. With these temporary closures, the 
facilities are maintained at high standard, which helps to ensure our patrons have a positive 
customer experience on an ongoing basis.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
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Facilities

BUDGET OVERVIEW

EXPENSES 2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

Goods and Services 1,134,678 1,280,411 1,093,650
Fleet 41,286 56,813 39,550
Salaries and Benefi ts 1,195,569 1,358,050 1,275,800
Utilities 722,587 732,000 763,000
Internal Allocation In 32,533 33,500 33,000
Internal Allocation Out 0 0 -2,421,850
Recoveries 0 -4,632 0
NET OPERATING EXPENSE 3,126,653 3,456,142 783,150

› The Facilities Department is seeing a signifi cant drop in net operating expenses due to the allocating out of 
building operating expenses to other areas. In addition, 2018 saw an increase in security costs in the downtown 
area, and for 2019 these costs have been centralized in the Bylaw Services Department, resulting in reduced 
costs in the Facilities Department.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

PROJECT DESCRIPTION BUDGET

Memorial Arena New Roof 500,000
Penticton Trade & Convention Centre Upgrades 380,000
City Hall - Mechanical & Envelope 300,000
Bylaw/RCMP Building Renovations 300,000
SOEC Parking Upgrades & LED Lighting 190,000
Bus Barn Roof Repair 80,000
Community Centre - Emergency Generator 75,000
RCMP Offi  ce/Furniture Upgrades 72,000
OHTC - Spare Compressor 50,000
Skaha Marina Repairs 50,000
Various Other 235,500
TOTAL 2,232,500

PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET
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Recreation Business & Operations

WHAT WE DO
In Recreation Business & Operations, we promote 
and contribute to a healthy community and 
enhance the quality of life for Penticton residents 
and visitors through planning, management and 
delivery of recreation, sport events and active 
living opportunities. We partner with volunteers, 
community members and private sector providers to 
support recreation opportunities in our city.  

STAFFING
The Recreation Business & Operations Department 
consists of 24 full-time equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Provide Community Centre reception services; 

• Plan and deliver aquatic programs and provide 
service supervision, instruction and facilitation; 

• Off er recreation programs and services at 
multiple locations for all ages and interests;

• Market and promote all recreation programs; 
and

• Manage the operation of the Cleland Theatre.

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Recruited and trained two new Recreation 
Coordinators.

GOOD GOVERNANCE

• Completed a full upgrade and replacement of pool’s 
sound system speakers.

• Facilitated a staff  workshop on pediatric water 
therapy to develop skills required to provide 
programs to clients with disabilities.

• Implemented the 2nd Penticton Public Sculpture 
Exhibit.

COMMUNITY BUILDING

• Hosted the 2018 Swim BC Tier 1 Championships. 

ECONOMIC VITALITY

• Continued improvements to admissions control to 
ensure service fees are paid and there is a fair and 
consistent admission process for all patrons.

FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

Achievements continued on next page
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Recreation Business & Operations

• Partnered with the Penticton and District Seniors 
Centre, which resulted in two free events for the 
50+ age group, support with marketing services for 
the Seniors Centre and an invitation to collaborate 
on more opportunities.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT • Increased the variety and diversity of recreation 
program off erings, introducing new programs such 
as Parkour and a Kids Community Hockey Club.

• Implemented free older-adult wellness 
programming through the 2018 Age-Friendly 
Communities Grant.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

OUTDATED RECREATION SOFTWARE
The software currently used for recreation services is 
outdated and unsupported, which limits the ability to 
provide good quality and up-to-date customer service. 
Replacement software will help guide new policy, 
procedures and recreation business practices. 

QUALIFIED STAFF RECRUITMENT 
AND RETENTION
There is regularly a high turnover rate in part-time staff  
and qualifi ed program contractors in the department, 
making it diffi  cult to support increased demands for 
recreation programs and services. 

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION 
MANAGEMENT 
There is no formal internal communication process 
to ensure departments working within the Penticton 
Community Centre have access to consistent and up-to-
date information.

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Implementation of New Recreation Software (PerfectMind)         

The current recreation software, CLASS, is no longer supported technologically so it 
is imperative that we implement the new software, PerfectMind, as soon as possible. 
PerfectMind will enhance our ability to communicate more effi  ciently with other 
departments and provide modern customer service experiences.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019 

FISCAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

Initiatives continued on next page
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Recreation Business & Operations

2.  Enhance Partnerships with Community Service Groups       

Building strong partnerships with community services and stakeholders, including the arts 
community, social support services and community service providers, is essential to the Recreation 
Business & Operations Department. This collaboration on vital community projects, programs and 
services produces effi  ciencies and enables sharing of resources.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019 

3.  Create and Facilitate a Shared Community Centre Incident Reporting System       

A consistent and shared incident reporting system will enable us to track incidents across 
departments in all areas of the Community Centre building. By analyzing these incidents, we’ll 
develop a clearer picture of the key issues and be able to make decisions around staff  training and 
support, security requirements (if any) and other actions to be taken for maximum eff ectiveness.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

4.  Lifeguard Surveillance Evaluation and Enhancement Program         

Formalizing the aquatics in-house public safety surveillance program will provide sustainable, 
eff ective and relevant best practices for lifeguarding, ensuring the public is protected to the 
highest standard possible at all times.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

REVENUES -2,090,000 -2,190,209 -2,170,035
Recreation 591,019 643,440 626,286
Aquatics 868,206 827,232 839,870
Facility Rentals 85,800 88,064 90,800
Programs 454,102 453,450 472,431
Recreation General 137,650 115,047 160,700
Sport & Events 129,193 135,000 148,750
Expenses Related to Recoveries 90,000 57,454 90,000
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 2,355,970 2,319,686 2,428,837
Internal Allocation In 28,565 26,805 1,870,599
NET OPERATING EXPENSES 294,536 156,282 2,129,401

› Increase in net operating costs due to Facilities Department allocating in operating expenses of the recreation 
facility, fi nance allocating in relevant debt servicing costs, and contractual labour increases.

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT
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Sports & Events

WHAT WE DO
As the Sports & Events team, we promote the City 
of Penticton as an event destination and contribute 
to a healthy and vibrant community by attracting, 
developing and managing events in the City.  

STAFFING
The Sports & Events Department consists of   
two full-time equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Focus specifi cally on signature and shoulder 

season events that create a strong economic 
return for Penticton; and

• Foster and maintain strong relationships 
between events rights holders, sport 
organizations and event organizers. This 
includes connecting and working with Travel 
Penticton, Spectra Venue Management and 
other businesses and venues in Penticton. 

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Improved internal communications tools and 
established external events hotline. 

GOOD GOVERNANCE

• Continued development of a Sports and Event 
tourism strategy.

• Implemented existing events in the City to help 
promote Penticton as an ‘event destination’ city.

• Continued to develop Penticton’s event hosting 
potential beyond peak season.

• Hosted 2018 Scotties Tournament of Hearts.

• Completed Economic Impact Assessments for 
PeachFest and Scotties Tournament of Hearts.

ECONOMIC VITALITY
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Sports & Events

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

LACK OF RESOURCES AND CAPACITY
A limiting factor in attracting new and larger events 
is a considerable lack of resources and capacity. 
Accommodations are limited both in number and 
quality. Some venues require upgrades in order to host 
high level events.  

RECENT TURNOVER
We’re experiencing challenges due to recent staff  turn-
over and changing job descriptions within the Sports & 
Events management area. 

IMPACTS FROM WEATHER AND 
WILDFIRES
Increased fi res/smoke in the area creates reluctance 
from event organizers to commit to hosting events in 
summer (particularly in August), and hesitation from 
participants to participate or spectate at those events. 

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Develop a Sport and Event Tourism Strategy      

This strategy will establish the value of sport tourism for the City of Penticton and defi ne 
target events to pursue for hosting, based on capacity, demand and long-term vision. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

2.  Improve Existing Event-hosting Processes          

By improving existing procedures for reserving, hosting and resourcing events, we’ll be 
able to enhance service delivery and create a standard of high quality events in Penticton. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

3.  Develop a Signature Triathlon Event          

By determining a long-term strategy for 2020 and beyond to promote, enhance, and 
resource signature triathlon race opportunities, we’ll be able to build a plan to support a 
signature triathlon event for the next three to fi ve years. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

4.  Develop Other Signature Event(s)           

We want to determine a strategy to attract and resource signature event opportunities, 
with a focus on shoulder season opportunities. In partnership with Spectra Venue 
Management and Travel Penticton, we plan to focus on marquee events to attract 
participants and spectators. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September 2019

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

Initiatives continued on next page

ECONOMIC 
VITALITY

ECONOMIC 
VITALITY
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ECONOMIC 
VITALITY
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Sports & Events

5.  Attract New Events and Event Hosts       

Using a Sport Tourism Strategy, we plan to identify opportunities for new events, particularly 
beyond peak season and establish relationships with event hosting groups for long-term 
involvement. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: December 2019

6.  Develop a Special Event Road Closure Policy       

Develop a road closure policy to provide clear guidelines to event organizers, to ensure participant 
and public safety during road closures, and to minimize risk and liability exposure to the City.

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: August 2019

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

ECONOMIC 
VITALITY

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE

NOTE: 

The budget for the Sports & Events plan is contained in the Recreation Business & Operations section.
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Museum & Archives

WHAT WE DO
At the Penticton Museum & Archives, we are 
committed to the presentation, preservation and 
interpretation of Penticton’s history and heritage. We 
work with many local heritage and natural history 
groups and we are active in heritage and museum 
aff airs provincially. Within the  Archives, we collect 
and preserve the documentary and photographic 
history of the region and serve as an important 
resource for researchers and City staff .   

STAFFING
The Museum & Archives consists of three full-time 
equivalent staff .

ON A DAILY BASIS, WE...
• Off er programs to a wide variety of museum 

and archives users including school groups, 
home schooling groups, clubs, seniors and 
community groups; 

• Collect, preserve and interpret a growing 
collection that is mostly donated by local   
residents;

• Curate a wide variety of temporary exhibits, 
showcasing our own collection as well as 
exhibits borrowed from other museums;

• Welcome visitors to the archives and handle 
400 research requests submitted online and in 
person; and

• Keep our common history accessible to all 
Penticton residents.

2018 ACHIEVEMENTS – SUPPORTING CORPORATE PRIORITIES

• Completed phase two of the Hands-on-Heritage 
Lab, which provides a free or low-cost space for 
children and caregivers to engage in hands-on 
activities in basic science concepts, natural history 
and local history. The lab was built, in part, to 
address a lack of low cost activities for families in 
Penticton; a problem that was identifi ed by the 
Community Foundation.   

• Increased collaboration with Penticton Indian Band 
(PIB).

• Installed new natural history kiosks in the museum. 

• Partnered with the Penticton Regional Hospital and 
Mr. David Kampe to choose approximately 100 
images from our archival collection of over 20,000 
historical photos to be displayed in public areas and 
patient rooms of the new hospital wing.

COMMUNITY BUILDING

• Conceptualized, designed and constructed a child-
centered space with interactive components and 
exhibits at the Museum.

• Mounted two new exhibits – The Social Life of 
Water, borrowed from the Kelowna Museums, and 
Nature in Focus, produced in cooperation with the 
South Okanagan Naturalists Club.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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Museum & Archives

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
We are continually looking for new ways to engage the 
public and attract new participants to our programs and 
displays. By developing initiatives like our new Hands-
on-Heritage Lab, we hope to continue to attract families 
to an ever-changing array of interesting activities and 
programs.

RELEVANCE TO COMMUNITY
We are similar to many museums and cultural 
organizations in that fi nding innovative programming 
and exhibits to maintain relevancy within the 
community is both our biggest challenge and largest 
opportunity. 

2019 INITIATIVES

1.  Curate and Build Two New Off -site Museum Displays       

This will increase the profi le of the museum and archives in the community, reminding people 
that we are an important community asset off ering valuable services. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: November-December 2019

2.  Revamp the First Peoples Display Area          

The original display area is dated and ineff ective in conveying Indigenous culture. 
By redoing this area in full collaboration with the Penticton Indian Band, we hope to 
strengthen ties between the two communities and improve the museum’s understanding 
and interpretive skills when dealing with indigenous culture.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: September-December 2019

3.  Establish a Cultural Engagement Framework with Penticton Indian Band          

Create a cultural engagement framework document with the Penticton Indian Band that will 
codify procedures and approaches to collaboration between the Band and the Penticton 
Museum & Archives. This document will clarify expectations, establish roles and assert the 
right of the Penticton Indian Band to be involved in the planning of exhibits and programs 
that portray their culture and history.  

ESTIMATED COMPLETION: May 2019

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITY 
BUILDING

SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT
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Museum & Archives

BUDGET OVERVIEW

2018 BUDGET 2018 FORECAST 2019 BUDGET

REVENUES -49,710 -57,305 -42,250

Goods and Services 34,320 31,697 18,000

Salaries and Benefi ts 206,482 213,864 228,750

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 240,802 245,561 246,750

Internal Allocation In 2,500 1,000 78,100

Net Operating Expenses 193,592 189,256 282,600

NET OPERATING EXPENSES 193,592 189,256 282,600

› Net operating expenses increasing due to Facilities Department allocating in building operating costs beginning 
in 2019. 

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET

KEY BUDGET CHANGES FOR 2019

BUDGET REQUEST BENEFIT OPERATING 
BUDGET REQUEST

CAPITAL 
BUDGET REQUEST 

Revamp the First 
Peoples display area to 
complete the diorama 
portion of the exhibit 

This exhibit will increase cultural awareness 
and understanding, build community 
relationships, and create opportunities for 
innovative ways to engage the community.s 
money would go towards materials and 
outside contract work to complete the 
diorama portion of the exhibit.

$3,000

COUNCIL DECISION REQUEST



To view the 2019-2023 Financial Plan, please visit:

www.penticton.ca/EN/main/departments/fi nance/fi nancial-plan-2019.html


